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Quarterl~ Contrihuiors
Dr. Rose E. Parker, associate profcsso1
of education at ISNU, is a graduate of the
University of North Dakota and has an
A. M. degree from the University of

Chicago .ind a Ph.D. degree from the University of Wisconsin. In 1943 she was
appointed director of the div ision of
special education at ISNU.
Miss 0. Lillian Barton (d iploma lSY9),
who has been Dean of Women at ISNU
since 1911, retired from the foculty in

19/43.
John E. Fraley (degree 1926), assistant
professor of biological science at ISNU,
h.1s been on leave of absence since 1942
when he joined the service of the American Red Cross. He is now somewhere in

ISNU Basket Ball Team, 1943-44

England.
Ensign Leo R. Montgomery (degree
1942) is now on active duty with the
United States Navy in the Souihwest
Pacific Theatre of War.
Jack C. Rosseter (degree 1934), who
taught in the Blue Island High School
from 1935 to 1938, has since 1938 been a
teacher of science in the Oak Park High
School. While ;lt ISNU, he was on th e
staff of T he Vidette. Later, when a grad•
uatc student at the University of W yoming,
he was appointed editor of the University
paper.
S.Sgt. David G ianuzzi ( degree 1941) is
now serving in H e::tdquartcrs D etachment
of the Seventh Ordancc Battalion some•
where in India.
Miss F rancis TelJaro is a candidate for
degree at ISNU in June. She is an Eng•
fish major and has been a special writer
for The Vidette and co-editor of the 1943•
a
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SPECIAL EDUCATION,
A New Division At

Illinois State Normal University
by Rose E. Parker
O n September 27, 1943, .the State Teachers College Board
authorized a Division of Special Education at Illinois State
Normal University. This step was taken to round out a
complete state program provided cooperatively by .the State
Depar.tments of Public Welfare ,and Public Instruction, the
D ivision of Services for Cripp led Children, and the Com•
mission for Handicapped Children for the care and education of needy children in Illinois.
For many years the State of Illinois has supported, financially and otherwise, special classes and individual instruction for crippled, blind, partially-sighted, deaf, and hard-of.
hearing children. During the session of 1943, the state leg•
islature ex.tended the scope of state support to include all
physically handicapped but educable children, those educable
but mentally subnormal, and children socially maladjusted
to the point of becoming incorrigible or delinquent. Children suffering speech d isabilities because of physical causes
benefit from the provisions of these new laws. Excess costs
are authorized to school districts for the education of these
children. These excess costs allowed range from one hundred dollars per pupil, depending on the nature of the disability. By these enactments provisi.on was made for .the excess cost of educating handicapped children and means were
set up to insure the wise expenditure of state funds for this
purpose.
The medical eligibility of each physically handicapped
child must be approved by the Division of Services for
Crippled Children. Early in each school year application by
the school district must be made to the State D epartment of
Public Instructi.on for approval of each class for which excess cost will later be claimed. Approval depends upon the
q uality of the instructional program to be offered in the
class. T he preparation of the teacher of the class is, of
course, a major consideraticn. At .this point Illinois State
Normal University makes its contribution to the program.
The curricula in special education are set up to prepare
2

teachers to meet the requirements of the State Department
of Public Instruction.
·
The major difficulties which children suffer may be
divided generally into four groups: physical handicaps,
mental deviations, social maladjustments, and combinations
of all these. Physically handicapped children may be blind,
partially-sighted, deaf, hard-of-hearing, crippled, tubercu•
lous, or otherwise affected by disease and malnutrition.
They may be serious cases of speech disability. Mental deviations from the normal result in a superior learner or a
retarded one. The law provides for the latter, stipulating
that he be educable. from socially maladjusted and emotionally unstable children come .the incorrigible and delinquent
cases, often the truant. When present to a serious degree,
these conditions present special problems in education and
create a need for specially p repared teachers.
The organization of curricula for special teachers a.t
Illinois State Normal University has been in p rogress for
some time. A few of the more general courses in these
curricula have been offered for several years, among them
Educa.tion of Exceptional Children, Psychology of Adoles·
cence, Mental Hygiene, and courses in Speech Re-education.
Beginning with the summer session of 1944, complete cur·
ricula leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Education w ith a major in special educati.on will be offered for
teachers of the socially maladjusted, the partially-sighted,
the mentally sub-normal, and children who need speech
correction. facilities for observation in these curricula are
now available. Student-teaching in special classes when the
prerequisites have been met will be a required part of the
preparation in each of these curricula. A fifth year of work,
leading .to the degree of Master of Science in Education
with a major in special education, will also be offered beg inning with the coming summer session. In consultation
with an advisor, the work for the Master's Degree will be
planned to meet the needs of the individual student, with
THE ALUMNI QUARTER LY

the assumption that undergraduate work in special education
has been taken.
At this time, some of the courses for the preparation of
tellchers of the cripppled, the hard-of-hearing, and the delicate child are available. When the limitations on necessary
materials and equipment now imposed by war conditions
are removed, complete curricula for these teachers for the
blind and the deaf arc contemplated but these areas are in•
eluded in the final and complete plans for the Division of
Special Education.
Certain basic principles underlie the organization of cur•
ricula in special-teacher education at Illinois State Normal
University: that every child has a right to the education he
can use to advantage; that exceptional children are like normal children in many significant ways; that teachers in usual
classrooms should share the responsibility for some handicapped children and should be interested and cooperative
toward .them; .and, finally, that teachers of special classes
must regard their w.o rk as an integral and not a segregated
part of an educational system.
The Constitution of the State of Illinois guarantees "a
thorough and efficient system of free schools whereby all
chi ldren of this state may receive a good common school

educati.on." It docs not specify the average or the normal
children; it specifies all the children. By successive legislation the State is meeting its obligation. It becomes the duty
of the classroom teacher to recognize the child who is a
special case. Likewise, it is the responsibility of the school
administrator to search out these children in his district and
provide for them the educational opportunities which they
need and can use. To do this may or may not require the
services of a special teacher, depending on the seriousness
of the handicap. When a child deviates so far from the normal .t hat he cannot benefit from experience in the classroom
organized for the usual child, special help is needed. It is
obvious that all classroom teachers and administrators need
a measure of familiarity with the basic principles of special
education. For them the special curricula offer certain gen•
era! courses intended to broaden their understanding of ex•
ceptional children, their needs, and the means of meeting
them:
The statement has become axiomatic that exceptional
children are more like normal children than they are different from them. A so-called exceptional child is different in
some significant ways from the average but in many significant ways he is not so very different.

•

Activities in Special Room for Slow Learning Children, Hawthorne Schoot Rork Island, Illinois
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In his interests, in his feelings, and in basic human needs,
a handicapped child resembles all other child ren of the same
age. The purposes of educating the handicapped are the
same as for the normal child. Each will need to participate
wholesomely in social Jiving to the greatest extent possible,
to learn to assume a reasonable share of civic responsibility,
to realize the personal development which his heritage
makes possible, and to become as self-sufficient economically as his limitations will permit. All these are goals
of education for the exceptional as well as for the
normal child. With some children, special measures must
be used; with special rooms and equipment, perhaps therapeutic treatment, special teachers and special adjustment of
curriculum, a handicapped child can still be a well-adjusted
child. With all possible assistance some children can make
only limited progress toward the goals, but, even though
handicapped, every child should have his share of the opportunities and joys of life.
In the curricula at Illinois State Normal University, there
are courses planned to enable special teachers to guide the
art experiences, to cultivate the recreational interests, and to
encourage the creativeness as well as to direct the so-called
fundamental work of the handicapped.
For many decades the policy of segregating handicapped
persons, children and adults, in institutions was generally
practiced. Few were expected or permitted to /ind a p lace
in society and become self-supporting even when that was
possible. More recently, and particularly since war has made
labor shortage a national problem, the attitude toward handicapped persons, has undergone a marked change. Today the
trend is definitely toward helping them to /i nd places for
themselves in society where the greatest possible measure of
normal living and self-support can be attained. The effect
has been to change procedures in the education of handicapped children. Effort now is made to adjust them to living
with normal children whenever it is possible and to prepare
them, within their limitations, for economic self-sufficiency
and wholesome social relati.onships. When a child's d isability is severe and incurable, he can be taught to accept it.
Normal and handicapped must learn to live together. There
is, or should be a reciprocal adjustment in the attitude of
normal persons toward the handicapped child. None can
hold h imself aloof and practice segregation in his thinking.
W hen a child's time in school is divided between a regular
and a special teacher, ,hey are partners in a very real sense.
To implement these principles, the curricula for the education of special teachers provide fou r lines of study, developing parallel with each other. One is a basic core of
general work, which contributes a broad background of information. Included in it are courses in English, social
science, science, and the arts. A second line of study provides the general professional background through such
courses as American Public Education, Child Development,
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A Sight-Saving Room in Mt. Vernon, Illinois

and philosophy. It provides the student who majors in
special education with continuing contacts with teachers-in.
preparation in all fields and at both secondary and elementary levels. Thus it establishes a basis for future cooperative
teaching. A third sequence, beginning in the junior year,
offers work to be taken by all students majoring in special
education. These iue courses, for example, in mental hygi•
ene, mental testing, and the psychology of exceptional children. They are intended to g ive to all special teachers an
und·:rstanding of fields in special education other than their
own. It is as important for teachers in the several fields of
special education to be mutually understanding and cooperative as it is for regular and special teachers to establish that
working relationship. Breadth of vision and professional
consciousness should be the outcome of these three parallel
lines of work. T he fourth is intended to provide the highly
specialized preparation in the student's chosen , fie ld of
specialization, as for example, the field of the mentally subnormal. In the four years of the special education curricula,
there is a well-proportioned combinati.on of general, professional, and specialized preparation.
Teachers who have already had two years of college
work and perhaps several years of experience in elementary
teaching will find opportunity in special education very attractive. For such a person the work will begin at the junior
level in any of the special fields.
With these provisions, Illinois State Normal University is
prepared to contribute its share to the cooperative enterprise
designated by the State Department of Education as "the
Illinois plan for the education of its exceptional children."
THE ALUMNI Q UARTERLY

felt my heart pounding as it did then with pride and joy
that I was coming to Jllinois State Normal University.

Miss

Barton
Reminisces
Age brings certain rare privileges. One of those is that
of reminiscing.
For a long time I have wanted to tell some group of
Joyal alumni why Jllinois State Normal University is so dear
to me. May I gather you all about me in front of the fireplace and just talk for a little while?
I was born in the little village of Saybrook to a young
p hysician and his music-loving wife, both of whom had
been teachers. W hen I was two or three years .old, there
lived in our home a young girl, w ho was attending the
village school. Each week Mr. Biggs, distinctly a rustic but
very ambitious for his daughter, came in for Emma, and
he and my father talked of the future of their daughters,
where they should be educated, and other similar problems.
Mr. Biggs wanted Emma to be a teacher. Father had the
same idea for me. Mr. Biggs planned to send Emma to
Normal. After some thought, for father was a graduate of
Wesleyan, he and mother decided that Normal was the place
for Lilli.111, as mother said, for Olive, as father said-but it
was one and the same gi rl.
After father's death when I was but eleven, Mother
taught again, ever keeping in mind that as soon as she
could accomplish it we should move to Normal where my
brother and I should enroll in the Illinois State Normal
University. In the fall after I was sixteen, the plan was
carried out, Charles entering the University High School
and I the Normal Department.
Old Main was the only building on the campus then in
the fall of 1890. Brick walks extended between the lovely
elms to the east of it: one to North Street, one to Ash
Street, and one to School Street. Others went to Normal
Avenue and Sudduth Road. Down from North School
Street I came that September morning and up into Old
Main by steps just above the present basement entrance
to the Student Lounge. Many a time in recent years I have
stepped out of my office into the hall and watched that
sixteen-year-old g irl come up those steps. And again I have
FEBRUARY,
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The entrance examinations over, I was classified in the
coveted "Section I'," along with Agnes Morris (Dr. Cline's
mother), and others I'd like to take time to name. John
W. Cook had just entered upon his term of .office as president, but Ex-President Hewitt was often on the platform,
which extended across the west end of the Assembly Room.
This room was located in the central part of the second
floor, extending to the walls north and south and to the
big double doors east and west. On that platform among
those who sat behind the big tables with the piano legs,
tables which you have seen here and there in the bu"ilding,
were Dr. Charles De Garmo, Professor Metcalf, Miss Milner, Miss Ela, and Professor Felmley- Miss Colby was there
the next year. Of course President Cook was in the center
sometimes, flanked by Dr. H ewitt or by President Edwards.
These are just names to you, my children, but they are
notable names. And these men and women were building
well on the foundation of Illinois State Normal University
and making it into the great school we all love.
After just one year, I was urged to teach a rural school
north of Normal, and forty dollars a month seemed very
interesting. Then the next year the public school held out
fifty dollars a month. At the close of that year, I had definitely planned to return to Illinois State Normal University,
when the local bank failed. Then Mother, Brother, and I
taught, and four more years passed before I could get back.
That bitter disappointment made me love and long for the
old school more than ever.
In 1899, I received the coveted diploma after two happy,
exciting years, when Philadelphian-Wrightonian contests
added zest, if any were needed, to the joy of being in Miss
Colby's, Professor Manchester's, and Dr. Felmley's classes.
Six years of high school teaching followed, and then one
year at the U n iversity of Illinois, where I received my A.B.
degree. Then, at President Felmley's invitation, I came back
to teach on the faculty of my beloved school. That was in
1906. In 1911 he asked me to take over the duties of the
Dean of Women. And you know much of the rest, although you cannot know the joy, the rich compensations
that the work hr.ought, and the reluctance with which I laid
it down.
Perhaps in part it is the sense of possession which
made me proud of t he accomplishments of .the school
of its graduates, grieved when mistakes were made,
eager that the students and faculty should appreciate it
represent it worthily.

has
and
and
and

Fine are the traditions which lie behind Illinois State
Normal University. Promising is the future which lies
ahead of her. Firmly intrenched is she in the hearts of those
who love her.

5

Among ISNU womea 1n service a,e these officers ,n the WAVES Ensigns I. Doris M. Coulter (degree 1940). 2. Gail Baird
(degree 1939) , 3 Gladvs M. Hull (degree 1935). 4 Mary Elizabeth McDonald (1925-26), 5. Alice F.bcl (faculty 1934-43), 6.
Annabelle Thomson (degree 193 1), 7 Cleta Glenn (diploma 1940), 8. Hnelle Berkness (degree 1936) .

On The Honor Roll
Among alumni whose names are being added to the ISNU Honor Roll, now numberi ng 34. are those pictured above.
I. Pfc. Kenneth Ray Sharp (1938·39), Army, killed in action on September 14 in Sicily; 2. T -Sgt. Wilbur Roy Giraud (1940-41),

Army Air Corps, killed in action on April 22 over Kuhstedt, Germany; 3. George Lathrop Scott (degree 1937), ART2-c, Navy,
killed in plane crnsh on December 7 at Banana River, Florida; 4. Cpl. Clark Beals Bittner (1 937-39) , Army, missing in action on
October 7 in Jtaly; S. Lt. Elbert James Finley. Jr. (1 939--43), Army Air Corps, killed in plane crash on December 14 near Council
Bluffs, Iow::t.
W ord has just been received that Cpl. Wayne Wilbur Hoeche ( 1940-43) , Army Air Corps, was killed in a p lane crash on
February 7. 1944, near Parkton. NMth Carolina.
f EBRUARY,

1944
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An English Christmas
Jnl/u~
by John E. Fraley
Christmas festivities for American men in the European
Theatre of Operations were the outgrowth of a very close
cooper.ation and coordination between the American Red
Cross and the American military authorities. A cross-section
of the great variety of Christmas activities in this theatre
might very easily be grouped under several pertinent
capti.ons.
CHRISTMAS PREPARATION
Throughout the entire kingdom, men busied themselves
for weeks prior to Christmas in making decorations for trees,
barracks, mess halls, and their respective Red Cross Clubs,
and in making g ifts for the numerous Christmas parties for
children, at which the men were hosts.
CHRISTMAS EVE
Christmas eve in Great Britain had considerable variety.
Many of the Red Cross Clubs had informal "At Homes"
and Christmas Carols Sings, with free Christmas candies and
nuts. In other instances, choruses of men caroled in l.'.:ivic
centers or at clubs and hospitals. A number of the Clubs
John E. Fraley
and military posts had dances, either on Christmas eve or on Claus parties, where their candy rations which they had saved
for weeks and their toys which they had either p urchased or
Christmas night.
. made were given to the children. To the fathers in the serRELIGIOUS SERVICES
Mothers and fathers of .the men from the States would vices, these children filled a great need; the children were the
have been proud to see the great numbers of men attending escape for paternal attention which boys and girls three
church or one of the many relig ious services held in Red thousand or more miles away would have received bad the
Cross Clubs. Men who belong to the Catholic Church and men been with their own children.
who are now on duty in different parts of the kingdom BRITISH HOME HOSPITALITY
One of the highlights of the Christmas season was the exattended mass again on Christmas morning. Some of the
Red Cross Clubs held candlelight services that were conduc- traordinary generosity of British families in inviting American men into their homes, either for tea, tea and dinner, or
ted by military chaplains.
for the entire Christmas weekend. Thousands of American
CHRISTMAS D INNER
Without exception, all military posts and all Red Cross men were entertained in British homes. This entertainment
Clubs had turkey Christmas dinners with cranberry sauce, was extremely generous when one understands the drastic
pumpkin and mince pies, and ice cream. Some of the Clubs food rationing which British civilians are subjected to. It is
used white table cloths and lighted candles on the tables. almost impossible to conceive just what walking into a home
Many of the Clubs served their dinners "family style" so and sitting in a comfortable chair again does for one. At
that there was plenty of opportunity for "seconds." Some of least for a very brief time one forgets about war, army routhe Clubs featured Christmas breakfasts, where the men had tine, mess for masses, and general military routine.
All in all, Christmas wasn't too bad in Great Britain. My
all the " makings" (except fresh eggs) on a food bar and
made just what they wanted, as they might have done in their own Christmas was just a little more complete by my being
privileged to speak with and exchange the season's greetings
own homes on a rather lazy holiday morning.
with such Illinois State Normal University graduates as
DANCES, PARTIES, AND SHOWS
All of the Clubs featured a dance, an afternoon or even- Captain Jack La Bounty, James Carnahan, who is also with
ing party, or a show on Christmas day. H ighlights of the the American Red Cross, Lt. Ashley Thomas, and Jane
parties were the children's parties for British war orphans Stickrod of Bloomington. Having spent the Christmas of
or underprivileged children. It was marvelous to see the 1942 on a treacherous ocean, and the Christmas of 1943 in
men adopt children for the day. They took these youngsters Great Britain, I wonder where we will all spend Christmas
to church with them, and took them to the special Santa in 1944.
8
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Assigning Boats,
Not Lessons
by Ensign Leo R. Montgomery
My duties as an ensign in the United States Navy have
given me many oppor.tunities to use in a practical way the
training that I received in my undergraduate days at Illinois
State Normal University.
The duty on the ship to which I was first assigned, the
U. S. S. Pre,ident Jack,on, is probably about the best duty
out here in .this part of the world. Living quarters were
everything that one could ask for. Two to three officers
lived in a room together. The meals were excellent ; we had
steaks and turkey very often. Movies were shown aboard
ship every night for both the crew and the officers. The
shows were of topnotch variety, although they were usually
eight months to a year old.
The radios aboard ship enabled us to pick up news
broadcasts, the football and baseball scores, the "Hit
Parade," and many other musical broadcasts direct from the
States. During the World Series, we received the actual
broadcasts of all games with Bob Elson and Red Barber.
Bob Elson's voice made us feel that we were right at home.
We had our own laundry service, tailor, cobbler, small
stores, and canteen on the ship. Coca cola was supplied by
the gallon. This ample supply for us probably accounts for
the shortage of coca cola back in the States.
Now for some of my duties while I was aboard this ship.
Although I cannot discuss all of them, while under way I
stood junior officer of t he deck or fire control watches
usually four to eight hours each day, had charge of a g un
and gun crew, did censoring duty, and carried guard mail
in port in addition to my regular duties for which I was
trained at Little Creek, Virginia. This part of the work I
cannot discuss. I also had charge of several boatswain mates,
whose duty it was to see that all of the decks and the
officers' country in the forward part of the ship was clean
and in shipshape condition.
While in port, I stood officer of the deck watches every
fourth day for eight hours. Every other day we had liberty
from 1300 to 2200 or from one p.m. to ten p.m. Usually,
on my days of liberty, I went to a swimming party on the
beach, where we played softball, baseball, and volleyball, or
pitched horseshoes. We played softball against some other
FEBRUARY, 1944
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ships, winning three out of four. We had both an officers'
team and a team composed of members of the crew. The
other day of every fourth day I had to stay on board with a
standby section of the watch.
Although orders forbid my discussing these duties in
detail, I can say that I had the oppor.tunity of working with
an excellent group of officers and enlisted men. We all
worked together as a unit, the only way we can do our work
efficiently. W e had a captain who knows what the war is
all about, as he had already put in two years in this war
zone. On one occasion, we had a ceremony aboard ship, at
which time our captain received the Navy Cross and the
Purpl_e Heart.
I have recently been transferred and now have a definite
assignment as boat dispatching officer, i.e., I assign the boats
to be used each day. My training at Little Creek, Virginia,
has proved to be very valuable for this type of duty.
This work is very interesting as I have the opportunity
of meeting and talking with all the generals, colonels, and
captains. I also stand a night watch every ,third night. Seven
of my buddies who trained with me at Little Creek, Virginia,
are located at this island with me. We live in a tent together
out of our suitcases and seabags. The food is probably the
best one could expect in a combat area. Since Christmas we
have been eating very well indeed. Our Christmas meals
were one day late, but we had both turkey and steak on the
twenty-sixth. For example, at dinner we had all the turkey
we could eat, mashed potatoes, gravy, cranberry sauce, peas,
carrots, hot rolls, peach pie and coffee. One could~'t ask for
a better meal out here.
Mv information must necessarily be sketchy since what
we are allowed to write about this place is very much
limited.
9

I Teach Science
by Jack C. Rosseter
If you were to drop in some evening and see me
perspiring over a copy of " What's That Plane?" instead of
the l.E.A.'s latest study on "Pay Increases for T eachers,"
you would know that war had come to our high school

curriculum.
This is my fifth year in the science department at Oak
Park-River Forest Township High School (a name we do not
spell out at football games!) and our 3400 students have
witnessed a variety of changes in the post-Pearl Harbo r
period. Maintenance of so high an enrollment in the face
of a plethora of fifty doJlar a week jobs in the Chicago
labor market seems to ind icate student approval of most
changes.
ModiJicati.ons within the science department are perhaps
typical of the general trend. Our required general science

course, for instance, "has become a man." Inasmuch as all

to keep it at peak efficiency. Some of us add a unit on
heredity, environment, and eugenics, with a not too subtle
emphasis o n the basic similarity of all men, the desirability
of opportunity for each ,to develop to the extent of his
abilities.
Bringing a gleam to the student's eye, the mechanical
unit similarly brings perspiration t o the teacher's forehead.
Here is the place where the reference books get tucked
furtively b eneath our coats as we trek home to "bone up."
To many of us, our knowledge of auto mechanics had been
limited to the itemized bill presented by the garageman;
dihedrals and cantilevers d id not creep into polite conversation. But we are now trying to give each student a real
understanding of automotive and aviation mechanics, a
fam iliarity with basic parts and instruments, a knowledge

students take an additional year of some advanced science,
we had in the past let our introductory course serve largely
as a sampler, stressing scientific method and similar less
tangible values hut using it chiefly as a movie "trailer" in
giving highlights of what was to come.
But no more! While retaining the somewhat evanescent
values previously sought, we now undertake a self-sufficient
presentation of p ractical units on foods, physiology, automotive and aeronautical mechanics.
As the "cardinal p rinciples" are to the Normal neophyte,
so are the government's "basic seven" foodstuffs to our
freshmen. Foods, diets, vitamins, balanced menus: these
are scrutinized in detail against a backdrop of war and its
resultant rationing program.
The human body is examined as a piece of fine machinery,
with a view to discovering how it functions and how best
10

Biology Laboratory and a Camera Club Project
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of state laws governing the driver, pedestrian, an<l auto

e,1uipment.
A cooperative industrial arts department simplifies our
task. Considerable equipment, including cross-sectional engines and parts, is made available to us; excellent sets of
government sponsored training films in both aviation and
auto mechanics are owned by our visual education depart-

ment. The students thus have theory coupled with professional diagrams and topped off with the experience of
actually handling the part discussed, seeing, as all boys must,
"what makes it tick."
For meteorology we have recently acquired a wide array
of essential instruments and have grouped them in a cage
just outside a window where all can observe and record
data. Included are recording thermograph, barograph,
humidity indicator, wet and dry bulb thermometers, wind
direction gauge, and anemometer.
The science department had regularly included full year
courses in botany, zoology, general biology, physics, chemistry, and physical geography. In addition, a licensed pilot
had taught a course in aviation geography for some time
before Pearl Harbor. Novel, however, is the development
of a course in cartography designed exclusively for those
upperclassmen looking forward to the military and aeronautical fields. Similarly, a new aviation course offers six
weeks of work on the power plant, six on aero-dynamics
and related physics, and six on aviation fundamentals.
Practical chemistry has been added to give non-college
students a .broader understanding of the modern world of
synthetics and laboratory processes.

other schools. Our two swimming pools are in almost
constant use.
But that is quite enough tooting of the Oak Park horn."
Let's drop the academic and consider the most vital change
of all- and one which I hope all high schools are similarly
experiencing.
There's a new spirit in the air: a camaraderie both
vibrantly real and yet somehow unbelievable. Always cordial
in the typically faculty-student sense, the teachers are almost
unanimously being drawn closer to this year's crop of
"kids." ·Graduates in uniform are returning by the score,
dropping in after school with a group of their student
pals-and an admiring girl or three along the sidelinesto "chew the fat" with the faculty. frank in their criticism,
they are nevertheless almost conscntient in their thanks for
a schooling they find is paying off in promotions and commendations from both their military and training instructors.
The students themselves are seeing their work in a fuller
perspective and are increasingly aware that teachers are no
mere automatons. but sources of information, experience,
and friendly advice, which the graduate may not soon again
have at his disposal. for some, this contact may be their
last one with formalized education; they realize this! On
our parts, we realize it too-and together arc making the
most of it.
Yes, the war has brought changes to our curriculum, to
many of our individual courses. When peace comes, the
curriculum may regress, may resume the old familiar pace.
.But we, too, have been changed! The war is reinstating
teachers .to the human race- and we are going to strive to
maintain our me1nbership !

In brief surrnmry, related departments have been modified as follo·.vs: to regular classes in trigonometry, ad vanced and college algebra, has been added "refresher
m1thematics" for upperclassmen, accenting practical mathe1mtics of the workaday and "waraday" world. The industrial arts dcp1rtmcnt is growing steadily, with courses in
wood-turn:ng and mt>tal-work, cabinet-m:1.king, mechanical
and architectural drawing, machine shop, auto-mechanics,
and pattern-making and foundry. The girls have specialized
classes in foods and clothing, plus some industrial arts
co:1rses.
Meanwhile, the student spends one hour every day in
physical education work. T he boys now have commando
type drills and scaling wall practice, and they limber up to
army approved calisthenics. A broad intramural athletic
program brings out better than half the boys for additional
physical p1,ticipation. The intrascholastic program offers
w '. de opportunity, since, for instance, in a contact sport l ike
football we outfit four complete squads, each having its own
second and third teams and playing its own schedule with
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Salaam Sahibs!
Salaam Meimsahibs!
by S-Sgt. D,wid G"ia,111zzi

Sa/a(wt Sahibs.' and S11'(1({/JJ 1'lei111S,1bib1! of old 1llin.ois
State Normal University. In the vernacular of the Indian
I greet you and transport you to the land of Mystic India.
Since the magic lantern and carpet have long gone out of
use, I shall have to try to describe India to you as I have
seen it. I write this account without the assistance of books
or references, and in so doing I apologize, but if the facts
and observations set forth tend to disagree with the writings
of any book, just disregard the book- its author probably
has never seen India, or at least not as much of it as the
United States A rmy is seeing now.
Bacheese Sahib! Bachcee, e! is the battle cry that has
greeted every Yank that has set foot on Indian soil since the
beginning of the war. No doubt when that ship is sailing
out of the harbor to take us home, we shall still hear that
old refrain, Bachcee,e, Sahib' but many of us will be much
wiser than we were upon arrival, and will smile gratefully
upon Mother India and whisper so that no one can hear us,
'Thanks for the experience; it was worth the trip." After
our first day's leave in India, we came to the conclusion that
so many people in this country were poor that our few
annas would help little to allevjate the poverty of the

masses.
The biggest and first impression of India that has remained with me is its filth and bad odors, which could be
described adequately by saying that they are "out of this
world." India has been called by one Yank "the land of a
thousand smells." We must have appeared just as strange
to the Indian as he did to us, hut I'm sure that we did most
of the gazing and wondering, as the hundreds of people
passed by us on the streets.
The women wore colorful, loose-fitting, short-sleeved
dresses, which came down to their ankles. The dresses were
of every color in the spectrum. I've seen many women back
home with rings in their ears and on their fingers, and with
a chain around the ankle, but over here they wear silver or
copper bracelets on both arms, both legs, both ears, and in
the nose. These practices, I think, have not been accepted
by our fashion-setters back home. Some of the women
whom we saw had small diamonds clamped into the skin on
each side of the nose. The hair is usually arranged in long
·braids and wrapped around the head or left dangling. Most
12
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of the women wear sandals and no stockings, but not because there. is a shortage. T hey just don't wear them. To
complete her dress, the Indian lady usually wears a colorful
sahre, which is a very expensive item in her wardrobe. The
sahre is usually quite lovely, highly decorative, and colorful,
and is worn on the head and allowed to drape down around
the body. When we got a little curious to see what the girl
looked like, the little Indian lass would usually hide shyly
behind her sahre.
The men dress about as startlingly as the women, for they
wear a garment called a dhoty worn around the waist and
draped around the legs. How they keep it on is a wonder to
us, but a few twists and it remains in place. To complete
his outfit, the man usually wears a shirt or chemise, which is
worn outside his dhoty. According to our manner of dressing, he looks very much undressed. Sandals or no shoes at
all comprise the remainder of the outfit, except that we must
not forget the umbrella. Rain or shine, a Hindu has an
umbrella. A "must" in India for every man is a big black
umbrella, much to the amazement and wonder of every
Yank. Men usually wear a white dhoty, but the shirt may
be candy-striped, polka-dotted, or just plain.
Many of the children that we have seen wear clothing
similar to that of our own children in America or similar to
that of the parents, but many of ,the children that we have
seen since are without clothes. All of these people seemed
like the characters of some Passion Play, and not like real
life at all, not the kind that we were used to anyway.
Traveling in India by t rain brings to my mind stories
that I've read about riding in a stage coach. If I could dwell
on this subject, I could write a hook on my experiences on
THE ALUMNI Q UARTERLY

Indian trains. Not having gone th rough the experience of
traveling on trains in their early development in our country,

I learned that my riding here was a good way to find out
what people have had to put up with. If one is lucky
enough to get a seat, he still has to worry about keeping it,
for .the passengers on a train are seated in a manner similar

to that in which the livestock take their last ride to Chicago.
If the train ever does get started at its terrific speed of five
or ten miles per hour, the ride is bumpy and shaky, and the
smoke from the engine streams in through the holes where
the windows ought to be, making a white man the color of
a Hindu. At night one can stretch out on a comfortable
wooden bench made of four slats or on the floor, if there is
room .there. When one awakens in the morning, he is either

riding on the floor or so cramped that the rest of the day is
spent in uncramping the joints.
Then there are the cockroaches, those sacred and
frien dly creatures, which the Indians will not kill for fear
of hurting some of -their ancestors, whom they believe to be
living in a transmigrated state in the body of a cockroach.
At any rate, it is evident that the Indian has not taken any
steps to exterminate ,them, for they abound in great numbers
and grow to a giant size. When we opened a can of rations,
we had to hurry to eat them in order to get our share of the
contents before these greedy creatures did. If one arrived
at his destination alive, he would probably relish being
slaughtered rather than to ride that Indian Choo Choo again.
N ow that I have been in India awhile, I have been able
to study the language and the customs of the people. One of
the most interesting things about the language is that there
are over 2000 dialects of Hindustani. I proceeded to learn
Urdu, which is one type that is most commonly used. Now
I have to learn only 1,999 more to be able to speak to the
rest of the Indians. The language is not difficult, and the
natives are always eager to help one ]earn the most common
words. Most of the Yanks are reluctant to learn it, but many
of the British soldiers have a very good knowledge of it
since the latter have been here in India for several years.
Indian burial is cremation. A body is prepared for the
ceremony simply by wrapping it in a white shroud, placing
it on a litter, and carrying it to the burning grounds. Immediate male members of the family follow the litter to the
grounds to witness the ceremony and offer supplications to
the deity for the soul of the deceased. T he body is placed
on a pile of dry sticks of wood and is covered with oil to
help it burn more quickly. Religious ceremonies are carried
out before the pile is ignited, and supplications are given to
the deity. They ask .t hat the soul of the deceased shall find
its way or transmigrate into the body of an animal or bird.
This practice accounts for the belief in the sacredness of
certain animals and birds like peacocks, cows, and monkeys.
In some parts, it is the custom of the family to have the
eldest son crush the skull of the deceased before the body
F EBRUARY,
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is burned to a fine ash, the remains are thrown into the
sacred river and the relatives proceed to bathe in the water,
which to them is sacred.
In another part of India, there is a different type of burial
that is carried out with less ceremony. Standing .on the
lonely hillside away from the village, one can see a tall tower
of brick and stone. Inside the tower is an elevator. T he
floor of the elevator is a huge iron grate. The body is laid
in the nude on this grate and raised to the top. Circling
above .this tower one can see huge vultures, which soon

dispose of the flesh. The bones fall to the bottom o f the elevator through the grate, are picked clean, and are then burned or buried with ceremony. In ·a certain place that I have
heard of in India, children are not cremated, but are .thrown
into the sacred river and eaten by huge turtles that live in
the river.

Since nearly three-fourths of the people in India are dependent upon agriculture for a livelihood, farming is the
phase of Indian life that we have seen the most of. As we
travel through the countryside on the slow moving Indian
trains, we get a panoramic view of the rice paddies, stretching for miles in every direction. Although the rice some-
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times reminds one of a young wheat field back home, it presents quite a different picture, for traveling up and down
the fields in their small crude boats the native farmers can
be seen driving cattle to higher ground, or clearing the
waterways of the hyacinth plant which chokes up the ditches.
This plant is sometimes called India's Million-dollar weed,
because much money is spent every year clearing the waterways of this menace. It has a lovely lavender blossom and
its colors melt into the blue Indian sky for miles at stretch
against the green background of the rice paddies. We have
also seen sugar cane, cotton, and tea growing, of which products India is one of the world's chief producers.

a

Rice is the popular crop throughout India and the people
are practically dependent on it for food and livelihood.
It is also their favorite food. India also raises more cattle
than does the United States, but one doesn't see any stockyards here. Many of the cattle are of inferior grade, and
the milk tastes much different from our milk. Even though
steak is the favorite food of a Yank, he is not served steak
on his menu as one would commonly think. Since Hindus
just aren't meat eaters, why should they want to kill a cow
and irritate their ancestors? Every one to his own opinion!
The Indian steaks aren't juicy or tender either, what there
is of them, and thus we aren't missing anything.
Since India is such a great producer of food and nearly
three-fourths of the country's industry is agriculture, one
wonders why the people go hungry and starve as they do.
In the city I've seen lines of Indians many blocks long waiting to get their few handfuls of rice for the day. One of
the hardest things to witness over here is the suffering of
the children. They run around naked until they reach a
certain age. One can see their swollen stomachs, which are
caused by lack of proper food, and one can see the haggard,
tired, and old look on their faces. One doesn't see children
who are playing about happy and well-fect as he sees them
in our country. To every Yank in India, this situation seems
to be one of the hardest things to understand.
Why ,;hould the people be starving when there is plenty
of food? In the manner of the Hindu or the Mohammedan,
I shall answer this question just as if it were asked of him
and the only way that I know how to answer it, "Why are
there stri.kes in the United States when there is a war going
on)" T he most shocking thing to a Yank of course in India
is the inadequate standard of living which the people have.
All that a Yank can see as a standard of living is a house
with hot and cold running water and all of the gadgets to
make life comfortable. The Indian perhaps doesn't have
all of the gadgets, but he is happy if he has enough to eat
and to drink and a mat to sleep on, fo r the Indian is grateful for life and his religion is a part of his living. Every
Hindu and Mohammedan and every other type of Indian
lives by his religion. Although his religion may seem strange
to us, it all has a deep meaning for him. The simplicity of
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the natives of India is to be admired, and their friendliness
along with their shrewdness has given the Yank soldier a
good deal of respect for the Indian. India is a land of many
peoples, many languages, and many problems, but a land
that is peaceful and ever striving towa rd the betterment of
her peoples and civilization.
Our work over here has brought us in contact with every
type and class of Indian in almost every part of India. The
big job which the United States Army is doing in India all
leads to one .object, the building of the 'Tokyo Road," which
will be a new supply line to China and a road to the Nip's
front door. The road is being cut by rugged Yank engineers
with the assistance of service .troops through a dense jungle
and mountainous terrain. There are many problems which
the men have had to cope with in order to make any headway
at all, but there isn't a j.o b too tough for the Yanks. What
we are doing over here is a slow and tough job, but we arc
making the road that leads not only to Tokyo but then home.
We hope that we are also laying the foundation for a lasting
peace and good will on earth among all men.
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Vidette Editor
Rud1 Ann Orr

I
.

'

Index Editors
Barbara Elde r
Francis Tcllaro

Ena Margaret Lowe

by Francis T ellaro
"Hair-line register," " dragon's blood," "zincs and
coppers," "slugs," and "deadlines" are all part of the vocabulary that prevails in the west wing on the second floor of
weather-beaten North H all. T his year Dame Progress has
brought many transformations to Illinois State Normal University, and one of them has been the consolidation of the
editori,I offices of the fodex and Vidette in one building,
under the guidance of one advisor, M iss Esther V inson, associate professor of English. Here in three rooms, journalistically inspired students toil perspiringly with words,
figures, and drawing-boards. Within these walls, ideas are
born, molded and shaped, and brought forth in the form of
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the weekly newspaper and the annual. H ours steal by unknowingly, deadlines sneak up with admonition, and lights
glow far into the night. From this corner of concentrated
journalism wiJI come forth literary mirrors reflecting the
activities and ideals of our Alma Mater.
The Vidette is the older of the two publications. Until
1887, there had been no all-school publication. Of course
the two literary societies, Wrightonia and Philadelphia, had
society papers, but the character of one issue of the Ventilator
had resulted in the expulsion of its editors. In 1888, Charles
C. Wilson and James J. Sheppard, leaders on the campus
who felt the growing need of a publication for the whole
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student body, launched a campaign with such success that, jn
March, the first Videue, with M. Kate Bigham as editor-inchief and Hanan McCarrel as business manager, made its
initial appearance.
How interesting and amusing that first edition of sixteen
pages appears to readers today! The subscription rates were
sixty cents per year, twenty-live cents per term; single copies
sold at ten cents. Rules and regulations drawn up stated
that the paper should be controlled by a Board of Managers
to be elected by the student body. There were to be thirteen
members: four seniors, three middle dassmen, .two juniors,
and four from the high school, one of whom must be a
senior. The editor-in-chief and business manager were to
be chosen by this board, either from their own members or
from die school at large, provided that they should not both.
be members of the same literary society! The rules assert
that
the proceeds of the paper, up to and including ten
dollars a month and ten per cent of the proceeds above
that amount, shall go to the editor and manager, and
be divided equally between them. Proceeds above this
amount shall go to the Board of Managers, to be
divided equally among them. Deficits shall be made
up by the Board, and they shall be reimbursed when
there is a surplus in the treasury sufficient.
The Vidette, first issued as a monthly paper, made its debut as a weekly publication in 1906-1907. From its very beginning, it reflected more or less the life of the school. In
the early editions, the editors stressed the li:erary and pedagogical significance of the paper. The proceedings of the
two literary societies were reported in great detail, indicat•
ing their prominence among the ISNU'ers of that day. On
the other hand, those activities which loom uppermost on
the campus today seem scarcely to have existed. This statement is especially true of music and athletics. The news
consisted mainly of faculty and student items with considerable space devoted to society meetings. Maxims, bits of
humor, poetry, and other literary gems were scattered
throughout. More and more recogni5ion was given to the
social life of the school as it began to play a greater role in
the school program.
The special numbers of the Vidette are particularly engaging. The conte$t between Philadelphia and ·W rightonia usually called for a number in itself. The accounts were so
written that for the uninformed re:ader it is occasionally difficult to discern which side was the winner. Of significance
too, is the issue describing the havoc created by the storm of
June 10, 1902, in this vicinity.
Today, Editor-in-chief Ruth Ann Orr has her own tiny
office in North Hall. To the north of her office is the journalism room, where are found the traditional round table, Jiles
of newspapers, bound volumes of the Vidette, typewriters,
and desks. In this room each week, the Vidette .is made up.
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Only one issue is published weekly at present because of

the decreased enrollment.
The staff consists of a business manager; managing, makeup, news, sports, and literary editors; columnists; advertis•

ing manager; staff photographer and proofreader. Neophyte
reporters from the journalism class "pound their beats" in
search of news nuggets.
South of the office of the Vidette editor is the sunny room
occupied by the Index staff. In 1892, the seniors of Illinois
State Normal University produced the first annual. This
yearbook, not so much a record of the entire school's activities as those of the senior cl.ass, was dedicated "To the
World's Fair Seniors." For twenty-six years only seniors
were eligible for the position of editor.
The early volumes with their pages offering statistics of
various sorts concerning student and class enterprises can be
looked upon as yearly written chapters of the University's
history. With a serio-comic flavor, they have served as the
outlet for originality and repressed emotions. Surprisingly
enough, the format of the first editions were more often
those of books, rather than that of pamphlets.
The Index of today, like the Vidette, is an all-school
publication. It, too, is financed by funds secured from the
student activity fee by grant of the apportionment board.
In the 1930's a system of apprenticeship was inaugurated.
Five freshman were chosen each year to work on the staff
with no official designation except for the purpose of learning all the phases of publication. In their sophomore year,
three of the five were chosen to continue on as assistant
editors. In their senior _year, they had the possibility of being either editor-in-chief or business manager. Selection
was made on a basis of interest, character, capability, scholastic average, and quality of work. This method was used
in 1941-1942 by the late E. James Finley, editor of the
1942 Index.
The 1943 Index was published as a class project. With
the Misses Ruth Henline and Margaret Peters and
Mrs. Mary Parker as faculty advisors, students met each
Wednesday night in the office in the basement of Old Main
to learn the techniques and methods of publishing an annual.
From this class, the Index governing board chose Lois
Wheeler, Frances Tellaro, and Ruth Koltviet as editor-inchief, assistant editor, and business manager. They were
assisted by staffs headed by art and literary editors and a
staff photographer. One to six hours of credit in the fields
of English, education, art, and commerce were earned, in
accord with the position filled.
The 1944 Index staff is supervised by three co-editors:
Margie Lowe, Barbara Louise Elder, and Frances Tellaro.
Each of these editors will become familiar with the steps in
all the activities of yearbook production, making a more
democratic organization. They, as last year, are aided by art ,
literary, and business staffs.
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awarded to Betty Ann Smith of El Paso in 1936. The
second, received in 1941, was awarded to Sabra Jean Starr
of Normal, now a junior.

Round-up
Highlighting the Eleventh Annual Administrative Roundup for school administrators 011 December 4 was the roundtable discussion on administrative aspects of the education
of exceptional children in Illinois. This discussion followed
the keynote address by Laurence J. Linck, executive director
of the Illinois commission for handicapped children.
Later in the morning group discussi.ons were given over
to these problems: the physically handicapped child, the
socially maladjusted and delinquent child, and the mentally
exceptional child. Dr. Charles Scott Berry of Ohio addressed
the luncheon meeting on the problem of the exceptional
child in a democracy.

Debate

Around the Clock
At Normal
Extension
Nine extension courses have definitely been planned for
next semester. Among these will be Geography of South
America taught at Taylorville by Dr. Leslie A. H olmes and
History of Latin America offered at Lincoln by Dr. Nell B.
Waldron. P rof. Clarence Orr will teach two classes : Industrial History of the United States at Hoopeston, and Political Institutions and Practice in Illinois at Watseka. Miss
Esther V inson will teach Introduction to Literature at Danville, and L.W. Hacker will offer Ru ral Sociology at Mason
City. At Springfield, one of two courses will be conducted:
Children's Literature by Miss D.orothy Hinman or Applied
Nature Study by Dr. J.E. Young.
Two courses will be given. on the University campus :
School Health by Dr. Karl Bleyl and a course in Education.
Courses not yet organized will be offered in Gibson City and
in Pontiac.

New Scholarship
Another $200 student scholarship was awa rded to Illinois
State Normal University by the Illinois Congress of Parents
and T eachers.
The Illinois Congress awards one scholarship in the state
each year. T he first at Illinois State Normal University was
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Patricia Weldon, a junior in the speech department of
Illinois State Normal University, was winner in the discussion .of the Invitational Debate Tournament held at the University on January 14-15. Fifteen colleges from Illinois,
Wisconsin, Indiana, Iowa, and Missouri participated. Entries totaled 128 in the debate, discussion, and oratory divi-

sions.
Carroll College of Wisconsin won first place in the debates. Three teams tied for second place: Augustana,
Wheaton, and Loyola. Apprentice Seaman James Cook of
Indiana State won first in oratory.

Alumni Assembly
Faculty members who are alumni of Illinois State Normal
University presented reminiscences of history and traditions
at the assembly in Capen Auditorium, November 24.
Miss Lura Eyestone, class of 1892, told of past events of
early days. Highlights of the era of 1916 were presented
by T.J. Lancaster, 1916. Miss Erma Imboden, 1918, talked
of days preceding and· during World War I. Mrs. I rene
Fraley, 1923, headed the group following the last war and
C.E. Harpster was the program speaker. T he latest generation was headed by Miss .Ellen Sorrenson, 1939, and Miss
H elen D urako, 1937.

Lectures
Ruth D raper, a monologist with a quarter of a century of
theatre experience, prese!)ted an excellent g roup of sketches
in Capen Auditorium on November 30. She used several
languages in her characterizations.
Miss Maureen Daly, author of Seventeenth S11mmer appeared at the assembly on November 17. fler talk, "The
Story of a Book," gave information about her reasons for
writing Seve111ee111h S111nmer. Miss Daly, a graduate of
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Rosary College in 1942, is now a reporter and columnist in
Chicago.
Scott Bedford, a student of modem cities, spoke at t he
assembly on January I 2. His talk was an illustrated lecture
on "The Beauties of Modem Cities."
Dr. Allen D. Albert of Paris, Illinois, was the speaker at
the twenty-fourth annual University Club Christmas Service
on December 19. In addition to g iving the sermon, he read
four episodes of the Christmas story. The University Choir
sang in response after each episode.

Music
A Christmas program of music was presented at the assembly on December I 5. F.eature numbers were a piano
solo by Gloria Sampson and two numbers by a trio composed
of Betty Bremer, Mary Ellen Price, and Jane Whitehead.
The Women's Chorus sang six numbers, one of them
"Christmas Snows of Sweden" with a violin obligato by
Ruth Pence. A mixed chorus sang four numbers from The
MeIIiah .
Illinois State Normal's concert band of ninety-three pieces
made its first formal appearance at the assembly on December 8. Prof. Wayne F. Sherrard conducted. One of the
outstanding numbers was the American fantasy, The Legend
of Sleepy Hollow.

Retirement

On January 4, 1944, ,George M .
Palmer, professor of English, retired because of ill health. Many
tributes have already been paid to
him but none have been any more
fitting than the comment made in
this editori'al in the Pantag.-aph "He
and his kind impart a flavor to
,
teachers colleges which is all too
often absent. His zest for living, his readiness for intellectual dueling, bis fearlessness in defending minority
causes were attributes which lighted up the Normal campus
and made it vibrant with a quality which should be a part
of every person's education."

Scholarship
Maragret Anne Tombaugh, home economics junior, has
been awarded the Merrill Palmer scholarship to represent
Illinois State-Normal University at the Merrill Palmer school
in Detroit, Michigan, during the second semester. Normal
is one of the two state teachers colleges to be associated with
this school. Each semester a junior or senior fr_om this University is chosen by a committee of faculty members to
attend the school. Marie Johannes has been the representative during the first semester.

University Social Center
A University Social Center, similar to the USO at armed
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service camps, has been opened on the g round floor of Old
Main. The four rooms of the Center, which will be used
for lounging purposes by the Navy V-12 men and the
civilian students, include dancing and refreshment rooms.

Browsing Room Talks
Milner Library presented the first of the season's browsing room talks on January 9 when Dr. Lucy Lucile T asher,
associate professor of social science, read Stephen Benet's
W estem Sta.-. Miss Mabel Crompton, assistant professor of
geography, reviewed Rackham Holt's George Washington
Ca.-ve,· on January 23 and Charles A. Harper, associate professor of history, discussed his favorite novel Sam11e/ Brohl
and Company by Victor Cherbuliez on February 6. T here
will be four talks in the series.

Reunion
Forty-eight members of the ISNU Trippers Club met in
Chicago on February 12 and 13. Luncheon at "A Bit of
Sweden," a matinee, and dinner at "The Top of the Town"
lilied the hours on Saturday. Letters from members in service, description of a 1946 trip to Alaska as planned by
Frances Ruda; and colored slides shown by Romona
Schweser furnished the program for the dinner . On Sunday
the Trippers attended the Chicage Temple Methodist
Church, had dinner in Chinatown, and visited radio studios.

Faculty
Dr. R: W. Faircliild, president of Illinois State Normal
University, will address the sectional meeting of the American Association of Teachers Colleges to be held in Chicago,
March 1 and 2. A presentation will be made on "The Next
Five Years in Teacher Education."
Dr. C. E. Horton, head of the department of physical
education, has been made a member of the advisory committee of the Midwest Physical Education Association. He is
also a member of the national committee on planning of
gymnasium buildings, a committee of the American Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation.
Dr. Rose E. Parker, director of the division of special
education, has participated in the preparation by the Graham
committee of a new bulletin, Ed11caJio11 of Physically Handicapped Chi/d,-en, to be published by the State Department
of Public Instruction.
Dr. Anna L. Keaton, dean of women, attended the
Twenty-Fourth Annual Conference of the Illinois Association of Deans of Women on December 3 and 4, where she
served as the leader of a group discussion on the subject
"Campus Problems in Wartime." Dean Keaton was chosen
to serve as chairman of the resolutions committee for 194344. Miss 0. Lillian Barton, former dean of women, served
as chairman of the nominating committee for this association for the past year.
Dr. John A. Kinneman, associate professor of social
science, was appointed in November to a nationwide comTHE ALUMNI QUARTERLY

mittee for the organization of chapters of the American
Association of University Professors.

of the war for the purpose of joining the WAVES. She is
now a lieutenant, junior grade, stationed at Pensacola,
Florida.

Miss Huberta Clemens, assistant professor and supervising
teacher in the sixth grade, who is attending Columbia
Teachers' College this year, has been elected president of
the reachers' education group there. Harlan W . Peithman,
assistant professor of music, who is also attending Columbia

William V. White, assistant in printing, was granted a
leave of absence on January 6, when he entered military
service.

Teachers' College, has been elected president of the music
education group.

Resignations

Howard W. Adams, head of the department of physical
science, is the author of an article "Some Observations of

In December, 1943, Kenyon S. Fletcher, associate pro•
fess.or of industrial arts, resigned. Mr. Fletcher had been on
a leave of absence since June, 194 1. He is now handling

the Influence of Sodium Carbonate in Water Supplies,"
which appeared in the T,·amactiom of the Illi11oi1 State
Academy of Science in December.

operations of vocational training for war production training
for the State of Illinois and he resigned in order to continue
this work.

Dr. C. F. Malmberg, associate professor of psychology,
has been appointed chairman of the McLean County Committee on Education and Rehabilitation of the American
Legion. Other members of the faculty on this committee
are: Dr. Sherman G. Waggoner, principal of University
High School; John W. Green, assistant p rofessor of agriculture; Thomas J. Douglass, assistant professor of agricul-

At the close of the first semester, Dr. Marie Finger, super•
vising teacher of the seventh grade at Thomas Metcalf school
and C. E. Harpster, principal of the school at the Illinois

ture.

Dr. Chris A. DeYoung, dean of the University, has been
appointed to serve on the Public School Study Commission
for the state of Illinois. He is to serve as the tead1ers college
representative on a fifteen-member commission consisting of
representatives from the University of Chicago, the University of lllinois, the state teachers colleges, the high school
principals, the city superintendents, and school boards.
Dale B. Vetter, assistant professor of English, has been
recalled from his leave of absence because of the resignation
of Mr. Palmer.
Dr. Marion Taylor, former assistant professor of English,
returned to the campus for the month of January as a sub·
stitute in the department of English.

Leave of Absence
Dr. Richard G. Browne, associate professor of social
science, became acting director of the research staff of the
Illinois Legislative Council on February I. He has been
granted a leave of absence from February 1 ro November 1,
1944.
Miss Emma R. Knudson, head of the music depa.tment,
will be on leave of absence until September 1 doing advanced work at Northwestern University.
In November, Miss Alice Ebel, instruct.or in the reaching
of social science, secured a leave of absence for the duration
FEBRUARY,
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Soldiers and Sailors Children's school, resigned their positions. Dr. Finger went to Lindenwood College, St. Charles,
Missouri, to become personnel director there and Mr. H arp•
ster accepted a place with the State Farm Insurance Companies.
Miss H elen Durako, assistant to the registrar, resigned in
January to enlist in the WAVES.

New Appointments
Willard E. Fowler joined rhe faculty in January as instructor of printing. Mr. Fowler came from Peoria Central
High School and has his master's degree from Colorado
College of Education at Greeley.
Miss Rosemary C. Suranovic has accepted t he position
of social science instruct.or and supervisor of student teaching at the Illinois Soldiers and Sailors Children's School.
She has her Master's degree from Northwestern University
and has recently been employed by the Society for Visual
Education in Chicago.
Mrs. E. W. Partlow has been appointed to serve as substitute instructor in the seventh grade at the Thomas Metcalf
school until someone is permanently appointed to the position. She takes the place of Dr. Marie Finger.

Calendar
The approximate dates for the three weeks' intersession
for the summer session of 1944 will be from June 12 to
June 30.
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Football
Although Normal fans are yelLing now for the basketball
team, alumni will be interested to know that the Redbirds
defeated the Titans twice on the gridiron this year. Normal
came off the field after the Homecoming game with a 6-0
victory. But the biggest thrill of the year was handed to the
spectators in the Wesleyan stadium when Bob Talkin, outstanding player of t he season, received the ball jn the last
seven seconds of play to dash 88 yards down the field and
to give Normal a score of 12-6. Just a few minutes before
Talkin"s run Wesleyan had tied the score 6-6. Just as everyone was thinking t hat the game was over, Talkin took his
position to receive the kickoff and made the surprise play of
t he game. Normal students celebrated after ten years' time
by having the following Monday, November 22, off and by
meeting in Capen auditorium to honor the team.
At the Thirteenth Annual All Sports banquet, which was
held at the Rogers hotel in December, the Carter H arris
football cup was awarded to A-S Robert Elliot. Elliot was
voted the most valuable player by his teammates.

Basketbalf
Normal's live has had its ups and downs on the hardwood
so far during this basketball season, and it still has several
games to play in the month of February.
Composed entirely of V-12 men, many of whom participated in football activities, the team has played hard to uphold the codes and standards of sportmanship of former
Redbird teams. Navy men who have played together most
consistently are: Frank Olivieri, leading scorer, formerly
from DeKalb; Bob Talkin, from Monmouth; Warren Collier, from Eureka; Gene Speck, from DeKalb; Jake Schoof,
Normal's one returning letterman; and Ned Raeside. Other
players with which crowds have become familiar are Harry
Glickaulf, Dave Stone, Donald Deardorff, and Arnold
Yerbic.
Normal opened the season jn McCormick gymnasium
losing in a fast moving game 49-31 to the Valparaiso five
from Indiana. The Indiana men ranging in height from
six feet on and having a seven and a half inch height edge
stood well over the Cogdalmen, all of whom with the exception of Jake Schoof were less than six feet tall.
Two games of the season to be well remembered were
those the Peoria Cats and the Redbirds played. Normal
lost the first game played on its own floor. The Caterpillar
men upset the Navy team 69-60. In the first half the Cog20

dalmen struggled to adjust themselves to the experienced
Peoria team, but in the second half they came on to the floor
and kept the Cats busy defending their leading score. In a
return game in Peoria, the Cardinals defeated the Cats by a
last min ute free throw and thus won by a score of 70-69.
Normal journeyed to Crawfordsville, Indiana, for its third
game to swamp Wabash 47-26. The next week the Birdies
won an easy victory over the George Williams college of
Chicago and came out of the skirmish with a 58-50 win.
During the holidays Normal traveled to Indiana only .to
lose again to Valparaiso. Having led in scoring throughout
the entire game, Normal went down in the last two minutes
of play before the smashing Hoosier drive and lost 59-53.
In another holiday game the Redbirds showed their ability
by chalking up a 50-44 victory over the Cmecos, an industrial team, from Decatur.
Navy team meeting Navy team, Normal bowed in its
greatest defeat thus far this season to Great Lakes. The
Redbirds playing against sud1 men as Herman Schaefer,
Paul Armstrong, and Jack Coleman lost to a score of 83-53.
However, the Redbirds will have .another opportunity to
change defeat to victory when they play at the Great Lakes
Training station February 9.
Faring better in their next games, Normal tipped the
scales to win four out of live plays. Playing the next three
games in the home gym, the Birdies downed Wabash for
the second time 55-39. In their first IIAC conference game
t he Cardinals became victorious after downing Carbondale
45-43. Bowing to the red hot DeKalb quintet, Normal lost
51-47 in a game played before 1500 spectators.
Visiting its intercity rival Wesleyan for the 1irst time in
eight years to play a game of basketball, Normal dealt a
51-34 loss to the Titans who had suffered at that time eight
losses in a row. After the first ten minutes of play, Coach
Cogdal sent in a steady line of substitutes until the last few
of the game. Meeting the Western State Teachers collegr
at Macomb, the Redbirds clipped another IIAC foe 69-51.
As in the Wesleyan game many men on the reserve bench
were given a chance t.o see action.
The Cardinals will finish their season in February by playing Charleston, George Williams, Great L,kes, Carbondale,
Wesleyan, DeKalb and Macomb.

Wrestling
In its one wrestling match, Normal, represented by inexperienced men, lost .31-5 to the University of Illinois team.
One V-12 stud ent wi.th experience, Bob Engel, in the 175pound class won Normal's single match by pinning Paul
Scheffel, a member of the V -12 unit stationed at Illinojs.
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Post War Emphasis
In Civic Education
by Victor M. Houston
The best way to determine needed changes in any institu•
t:on or agency is first to determine the function it is designed to serve. The major function of education in a
a democracy is to develop citizens who will have the pur•
pose, the knowledge, and the techniques necessary t o under•
stand, sustain, and improve the democratic society in which
we live. In my opinion, the following changes are among
those most needed if our post war education .is .t o realize
this function:
Civic Ed11ca/i()11
In the past, we have centered attention upon teach ing
certain facts about democracy but have not taught youth to
approve it, nor have we fired them with enthusiasm to
improve it. The teaching of facts is not to be deprecated;
perhaps more youth would have been led to approve democ•
racy if they had been .taught more about it.

Civic education must be related to the life of the community (broadly defined) and must be provided not only
for youth but for all members of society until they reach a
very high level of competence. It must also develop patient,
unvarying good will toward peoples of other groups both at
home and abroad if it is to help make the peace secure.
This difficult, tedious, unspectacular and endless task is not
the sole responsibility of the school and certainly not one
belonging solely to the teachers of the social studies.

Vocational Preparation
Vocational preparation, of which vocational guidance is
only one part, is an end of education. It will not need to
supplant school subjects-and it certainly should never be
so narrowly conceived as to become a "subject"- but it will
require that our school subjects become truly functional.
When we complete the redefinition of the "fundamentals"
of education, vocational preparation will have a foremost
place; it now holds a high place in the thinking of the
public.

Longer Period of Ed11catio11-N1meries and Nursery Schools
The demands of the war have resulted in a marked in•
crease in the number of nurseries and nursery schools, and
thus the benefits of these institutions have been brought to
a much larger percentage of the population. T he values of
this extension of our educational program are so apparent
that it is here to stay and is due for the marked expansion it
deserves.
I
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Kindergarten, 1943~44-Metcalf Training School

During the past fiscal year federal aid to the amount of
$134,000,000 was granted to the United States office of
education for training workers in the war industries and
food production. Plans are already being developed for the
post war rehabilitation and readjustment of 39,000,000
Americans now in the armed services or war industries.
Adult education in the fields of leisure and work is
essential, but in the post war period it must also be concerned with civic education. The work in Americanization
and literacy must continue. We must also use and improve
the pattern which the demands of this war have forced us
to create. That pattern is to be found in our rationing
boards, selective service boards, war bond campaigns, scrap
drives, consumer committees, and our 10,000 defense councils, whose members are g iving meaning to our concept of
the importance of the individual citizen in a democracy.
Both they and society have profited too much to permit
a return to the prewar conditions in which only thirty to
forty per cent of the population had even nominal identifi.
cation with any institution other than the church. When
we add to those previously mentioned the many thousands
who have been enrolled in first aid classes, nurse's aid
classes, nutrition classes, home nursing classes, and discussion groups, we find a large nucleus for a rich and expanded
program of post war adult education.
Adult education now and in the post war period can help
to secure the peace by (I) providing wide dissemination of
those truths that transcend political and geographical
boundaries, ( 2) building bridges of understanding between
the d iverse elemen.ts in our own country and those throughout the world, (3) increasing the vocational competence of
as many workers as possible, (4 ) developing and directing
wholesome and abiding leisure time interests, and, (5)
proving to ourselves and to the world that democracy will
work if the individual citizen works at it.
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Gre ece
By F. A. Berelli
Although Greece is very small on the map of the world
and is seldom heard of in the daily news, it is considered the
cradle of European civilization and is acknowledged to have
wielded a greater influence on the course of history than any
other nation. Every student worthy of the name hopes that
some day he will have an opportunity to visit the site made
famous by such names as the mythical gods on Mt. Olympus,
the plain of Marathon, the Acropolis of Athens, the Theatre
of Dionysus, Socrates, Plato, Demosthenes, Phidias, Diogenes, and Zeuxis.
Pireaus is the port of Athens as of old, hut the long wall
connecting the two places is no more. In the Golden Days
of Athens, Pireaus was the busiest seaport in the world and
today is still a prosperous city of over 250,000 people. A
fine boulevard and modern means of .transportation connect
it with Athens only about live miles away.
The most interesting place in Athens is the Acropolis
which means "city on a hill." This rocky hill rises about
two hundred feet above the level of the city proper. The
upper portion was squared off by the construction of thick
walls of masonry. One enters by the remains of a marble
gateway part way up the hill and then climbs up a series of
marble steps to the 'top. Although scores of temples and
shrines were built on this hill in honor of the various gods
and goddesses, only a few remain. The Parthenon, the
temple of Athena, considered to have been the world's most
beautiful building, is still in a wonderful state of preserva•
tion considering its age and t he mistreatment to which it
has been subjected. A short distance away is the exquisite
little "Porch of the Maidens," one of the most delicate and
beautiful creations of a supremely artistic age. The portico
roof is supported not by columns but by six figures of marble
maidens. Five are said to be original but one has been re•
placed.
At the foot of the Acropolis is what remains of the
famous theatre of Dionysus. The marble seats rise up the
side of the hill like terraces and look down upon the large
marble stage at its base. Thirty thousand people could be
seated at one time. The open sky served as roof. One is a
little surprised to learn that since the performances were
always held during the daytime, the actors were thus deprived of the great help provided by lighting effects. Attendance at the performances was an act of religious worship.
The whole city turned out, the poor being admitted at state
expense. Generous prizes were offered for the best plays
and the keen competition produced the masterpieces which
have never been surpassed. A cave in the side of a hill, not
far from the Acroplis, is pointed out as the former prison of
the famous philosopher Socrates.
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A Party of Americans in Athens

Modern Athens has some very line buildings built of white
marble and limestone. The streets are Iined with pepper
trees, which are bright g reen in summer and blazing with
red berries in the autumn. Many small parks are artistically
laid out and have in them many orange trees, date palms,
and oleanders. On the site of the old stadium, the Greeks
built a beautiful new one in 1896 for the staging of the first
international Olympic games. It closely resembles that of
the University of Illinois or of Nortre Dame. An outstanding point of interest for the student is the National Museum,
which houses an unsurpassed collection of antiquities.
One of the main events at the time of the first Olympic
games was the long-distance race from Marathon to Athens,
a distance of over twenty miles. It was fittingly won by a
Greek, but his name was not the immortal Phidippides. One
is deeply thrilled to stand on the burial mound raised by the
victorious Athenians in the center of the p lain of Marathon
.inJ gne at the sea in an effort to visualize the "amphibious "
,,r,ack of the Persians.
Things have changed much in Greece since the days of
Pericles. The country side is certainly not Rowing with
milk and honey and the people seem quite different from the
ancient immortals. The land, which is poor and stony, is
still cultivated by primitive methods. The people seem to
be very poor, but arc bright and courteous. Their diet con•
sists mainly of vegetables with some cheese, olives, and OC·
casionally goat meat. The Greek unit of currency, the
drachma, was worth about one cent in our money before the
war as compared with its original value of twenty cents.
This rate of exchange enabled many of our Greek proprietors of restaurants, fruit, Rower and candy shops lo return
to their native land and live the life of Riley.
THE ALUMNI Q UARTE.\LY

Alumni with Uncle Sam
Letters from ISN U Alumni in Service

J.>ortsmouth, N.H.
November, 1943
At the present time l am having a very unusual and exciting
experience. A fter finishing the special radio school that J attended at New London, Conn., I W.lS assigned to report for duty
aboard the USS .Pipefish, one of the new submarines under construction here at the .Portsmouth Navy Yard. lt is a thrilling,
even an awe-inspiring thing to watch your future under-water
home literally coming to life. This way the boat becomes a very
re:l l part of you. My boat was launched o n Columbus D ay. W e
are supposed to be commissio ned about the middle of D ecember,
but since the construction program is somewhat behind schedule,
our executive office r to ld us that we would probably not be ready
to leave before the first of the year. And I had planned to spend
this Christmas un derneath the water!
While awaiting completion of the boat, some hund red and
forty o f us assigned to various new construction submarines are
attending a very rigorous eight,een-day school of the boat. At
this school we nre expected to learn everything that there is to
be learned about our boats, for a good submarine .man is supposed to be able to describe generally the operation of each and
every part of his boat. One of the stiff requirements connected
with the school is to make twenty-seven drawings which picture
submarine parts. I'd nlways hea rd that submarines were the most
complicated pieces of mechanism ever devised by man ; now I
know that statement to be true, after laboring for hours over
drawings o f motors, pumps, engines, ·pipe lines, manifolds,
valves, and numerous o ther items of .gear. It's a w onderfu l
course, though, taught by chief petty officers who have seen
many years of submarine service.
Contrary to popu lar opinion, the re is no Jnore danger aboard
a submarine than there is on a surface c raft. There's bound to be
danger whereve r one is on active duty. J chose submarine duty
because I honestly f.elt ,that I would like it. Thus far I haven't
regretted my cho ice. Modern submarines are veritable floating
palaces, w ith many conven ie nces : air cond itioning, sun lamps,
showers, an excellent refrigeration system, fairly ample and
comfort.tble living qu:1rters, and even a washing machine (a
Bendix, too).
C larence Miller, ·31
RT2-C (RADAR)
U. S. Navy Yard

San Mateo, Cal.
D ecembec, 1943
Your comments on the graduate school aroused my interest.
Should Normal o ffer gradua te work in geography, I would be
very much in favot of .getting my degree there.
Tomorrow my battery practices on a sideline. W e are going
out on the sand dunes by the ocean to fire anti-tank rifle gr.enades.
They are fun to shoot-and give you quite a jolt if you don't
hold the rifle correctly.
Army life has been a bit boring here, for we've been waiting
patiently by for two yea rs, waiting for the J aps-or somebodyF EBRUARY,
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to show up, and as yet we've received only false alilrms. The
way thin.gs are going, I suppose we m.ty be moved to some place
where the alarms aren'.t fol se.
Capt. Wallace McIntyre, '40
Btry. B

New York, N .Y.
December, 1943
Mr. H ol mes used to s.ty tha t you miss much of the geography
of a place if you don't have the opportunity to smell it. I know
now just what he meant. J'm in South America. Beautifully definite isn't it? The duty here is good; the natives are hospitable
and extremely interesting. I visi ted a small sugar mill and lat er
plan to see a large one.
Ensign William Aleks, '38
c-o fl.eet Post Office

Camp K ohler, Cal.
J:?ecember, 1943
For the past two months there has been no basic training at
Kohler because there are no men coming in right now. D uring
this time an officer's Refresher Cou rse was started, which hos
sent me back to school. In this school I have done a little of
eve rythi ng, climbing poles, d riving trucks, and now learning
how to be an A rm y cook. Today we cut u p the fore and hind
quarters of a beef. This A rmy really g ives you a well rounded
educatio n.
The re are quite a few officers being shipped out at this time
but as yet I have not been called. There is talk that after th~ first
of the year we will be getting more men in and, if that is the
case, I may be back in basic training again.

Lt. Joseph C. Buford, "40
Hq. D et., 1st Bn.

W.S.C.T.C.

'Richmond, Va.
November, 1943
I've been T-3 for two months now. After all my months here
in Richmond, I returned from furlough last July lo discover that
I had had four callers during my absence. Isn't that luck! Dayle
Garrett had been in to see me from Camp Patrick Henry. I wrote
him , but had no reply. D on Thomsen had ~en in twice with no
success, and it wasn't until about two months after my retu rn that
we managed to get together. Since then, we've seen each o ther
quite frequently; invariably ISNU and all our friends there, and
what's doing in Normal, occupy a major ponion of the bull
session. Then two others came to Richmond from my home town
to visit relatives, and I was in Lawrenceville for the same pu rpose.
I've -entered the Evening School of Business Ad ministration,
Unive rsity of Richmond, to take economics and social psychology. The standard of education in the South is far below
that of N o rmal and the North. I know tha.t many of the college
lads a t the Hq. AAC who are taking night courses, chaps who
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have studied at New York University, Stanford, University of
Illinois, and others, will concur with me.
I'm .tlso taking voice at the 'Richmond Profession.ti Institute
of the college of William .tnd M ary.
T-3 Dale M. Shulaw (1939-42)
2621 W. Grace St.
A .P.0. 929
S,rn F r.t ncisco, Cal.
November, 1943
have your last letter here in fron t of me now. It is dated
August 21. Tod:ty is November 24. Here I am h alf way 'round
the world. This time when I moved I have gone the limit. At
present I am on the Island of New Guinea. Hot p lace-rain
every night, and plenty of mosquitoes.
How is everything at Normal. Situation normal? That's the
way it is h ere. How large of an enrollment is at ISNU this
yc,a? I'll bet the ratio is 10.1 rather than 3·1 as it was a couple
of years ago. But then the Marines are at Smith Hall. They
ue, aren't they? I heard at one time that they were.
Pfc. Irwin F. Brauer ( 1940-42)
C·O Postmaster

Washington, D .C.
January, 1944
My new official address is now in care of the Director o f
Naval Communications, Room 1641, Navy Department, Washington, D. C. I bec:1me a li eutenan t, junior grade, on J uly 1,
1943, and have recently terminat-ed nine months of duty at one of
our island Naval bases.
For the present, I'm undergoing advanced .training for three
more months before aga in moving o ut to another on e of our adv:1nce bases. All news items and informatio n you send are received with great interest and appreciation.
Lt.(j.g.) Frank J. Bertalan, Jr.,

'38
USNR

Ft. Bragg, N.C.
January, 1944
When I came back to the barracks after mess tonigh t, I was
gbd to find the A lumn i Q u arterly lying o n my bunk. I sat down
and read it right on the spot. I guess it's a very well known fact
that we are all eager to h ear from lSNU.
Since I last wrote, I've been moving around quite a bit, having
been home for a few days after leaving Sioux Falls radio school.
Now I am attached to the Troop Transport Command as a flying operator. We are designated for overseas duty soon. I'm
very well satisfied since we do a lot of flying, covering a lot of
states. We are now on maneuvers here in Carolina.
* Pfc. Wayne W. Hoechc
(1940-43 )
Bks. 293
302 TCS, 441 TCG_

Pope Field
~~Killed in plane cra sh since letter was received.
Somewhere in Italy
A.P.O. 464

New York, N.Y.
Today I received the News Letter you sen t to me sometime
ago. It is indeed a pleasure to learn of the latest events which
have taken place at d ear Old Normal. While a good many
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changes have taken pl:1ce in the institution as far as pcrsonn-el
is conce rned, rm sure my Alma Mater is doing the same credit~
able work as always.
Over here a News Letter is appreciated even more than back
in the States. I'm in combat now, and I can assure you that my
o utfit is giving a good account of itself. My work is all connected with radio operation.
My best wishes for the continued success o f Normal and its
followers.
,Pfc. H enry W. H orn, '40
C·O .Postmaster

A.P.O. 9025
San Francisco, Cal.
January, 1944
would g reatly appreciate the latest list of ISNU men now
in the service with thei r :1ddresscs. You will note that mine has
changed s ince last writing.
I have observed many interesting scenes but will have to hold
them until the war is finished. I may say it is hot, wet, and
oppressive over here. We have lovely snow covered peaks be•
hind us and the sea before us. It reminds me very much o f th-e
American Rockies. I am not as concerned over the Japanese
forces as I am over th e trillion and one pests which are rampant.
The language is comical, being a combination of double.talk,
p ig.Latin, baby•talk, English and Early American Indian. It
would be a sociologist's paradise, for many ancient and primitive
practices are still in vogue.
I celebrated Ch ristmas on board an American ship. It was a
day which wil l be difficult to forget, even though I want to do so.
I wonder if ISNU will give credit to service men who have
studied courses? H ow is the graduate schedule deve loping?
Lt. Elst0n E. Roady, "42
W.-lshington, D.C.
November, 1943
I was ordered to the Capitol City a f-ew days after gr:1duation
from NRMS at Northampton, Massachusetts, in late July, and
found it crowded, as reputed. Luckily our class arrived at a
time when some housing facilities were being completed, and we
moved rig ht in. We are discovering an endless number of in•
teresting and historic places in and around the city. ,Many of us
WAVES tried to visit Congress when our overseas bill was to
come before the Senate, but they successfully kept us out by
giving only vague inform.-ition on the schedu le o f discussion.
Probably they thought we would h.-ive mobbed the place since
the~e are thousands of us here, but we were only curious about
the way things work there, and thought this would be a n excellent opportunity to hear something interesting.
Our work varies in interest from time to time, but we can be
thankful that we are in a place as large as this, near New York,
and not stuck off in some mid•west tiny village or along the
battlefront. At the same time, some o f us are eager for the
opportunity to be of service outside "the continental limits of the
United States."
Ensign Doris M . Coulter, ·40
3665 38th St., N.W.
Oceanside, Cal.
D ecember, 1943
I am now attached to :1 Standard Landin.g Craft Unit, which
consi sts o f twenty.five officers and several hundred men. Our
principal job here at t he Boat Basin js to train Marines for am•
phibious operations.
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I have made a poll of the officers in my unit and have found
th ree others from Illinois. One is from Decatur, one from Joliet,
and one from Bloomingto n.
While I was at San Diego I made some contacts with former
Red Birds and came dose to s-eeing a couple of others. I stayed
in the same officers' dorm with "Rusty" Mills, and ran into Joe
Gamero one day over on North Jsland. Joe is a Navy flier.
Catherine Barry is also ov-er on North Island, as is Lt. Art
O'Byrne, but I d idn't have a ch:lnce to see either of them.
I hav-e no idea when we will be going overseas, but it won't
be long. I sincerely hope that no matter where I go news from
ISNU will reach me.
Ensign Wi lliam Turner, '43
Landing Craft School
Boat Basin
Rutland, Ill. .
J anuary, 19'14
Thank you for your letter asking for information regarding
our son Murrel. His addr.ess is: Cpl. MurreJ Vinecore, American
P. O. W. 83934, Interned at Stalag 3B, Germany, via New York
City, N .Y.
lo the left hand corner of the ~nvelope should be written
"Prisoner of War Mail," and in .the right hand corner :·Postage
Free." The return addess should be put on the envelope flap.
Typewritten me'ssages are better than script or commercially
printed cards. It takes at least three months for letters to reach
him.
11 •
We believe that he was captured at Faid Pass, North Africa,
was taken to a transit camp in Italy, and from there to Stalag 7A
in German, a transit camp for American and British soldi~rs, and
was then sent to Stalag 3B.
· Recently when his effects were returned to us from Africa, a
copy of the Normal University list of former faculty members
and students now in military service was in his portfolio. He
had evidently carried it with him after giving up many other
things. He told me in a letter before he left the States that he
appreciated being on the mailing list of the University as he enjoyed the news he received. He laflded in Jreland June 12, 1942,
and went in with the invasion through O ran; Algeria, in
November.
Although we heard from him while in Africa, he did not write
about his experiences. In the letters which we have received
from Germany he has not seemed .too much discouraged. He is
reading an average of seven o r eight books a week. His September letter said that he planned to study mathematics and
Spanish during the winter months. Most of the boys in this
camp, althou,gh captured in February, had no mail from home
until August or September.
Stalag 38 is located on the Oder River about sixty miles southeast of Berlin. A Y.M.C.A. representative visited the camp in
May and reported the camp in fair condition. A week's supply
of food for one prisoner was 11 lbs.' potatoes, 5 lbs. bread, 5 lbs.
vegetables. 8 oz. of meat, 2 oz. cheese, 8 oz. of oleo, 4 oz. of
jam. When they receive the Red Cross boxes, this isn·.t bad.
Mrs. Ivor Vinecore
Cpl. Vinccorc altended ISNU during 1937·38.

i

AJ>.O. 634
New York, N.Y.
November, 1943
What do you think of the stationery? I borrowed it when I
w:ts at Oxford University. I spent one week down there through
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the Special Service Department of the Army. I was r-eally fortu•
nate in being called. Only fifteen out of the whole Eighth Air
Force go each week.
\
The course consisted of a series of lectures given by various
professors of the different colleges in the Universit>•· The subjects were of current interest, varying from "English and American Character" to "The Law Courts of England." All the lectures
were very good. After each lecture we would have a discussion
period of about half an hour to ar.gue for or again;t the speaker.
My stay at Oxford University was at Balliol College, founded
in 1265. I stayed right there at 8:tlliol as any studen t of the
college would. I had a room to mys-elf-bed, dresser, closet,
washbasin, and a little fireplace. Every morning a m:tn came
around at 0730 and woke us up, and took our shoes and polished
them (never had that happen before in all my life). Breakfast
was at 0815, lunch at 1300, tea at 1600, and d inner at 1900. All
of the food was English and prepared according to their mem1.
Sometimes it was all that I could do to down it. Of course, I
always hit the A merican Red Cross for at le:tst two meals a day
to make up for the lost vitamins. I don't know what we American soldiers would do without the American R~d Cross.
One whole afternoon was spent in a tour of the Bodleian
Library. This Library, as you probably know, has every book of
any value published in the British Isles.
The second evening the Warden o f Rhodes H ouse (Rhodes
Scholarship) gave a dance for everyone spending the week there.
The Rhodes H ouse is really beautiful, ::ind the Warden did
everything possible to please us.
.Probably one of the high points of the week was meeting and
talking to the Crown Prince of Norway. He spent a day and a
half with us there, giving a lecture on Norway and talking with
us individually that afternoon and evening.
Cpl. Fred Dale (1940-43)
c-o Postmaster

Martinsburg, W. Va.
August, 1943
As you can see, I've shifted around a bit since I wrote last.
The first of April I went to Ft. D evens, Mass., as Training Center
Director. Then the Army Ground Fore-es decided they needed
the whole post and we had to move out.
I was transferred back to the Training Command, but by that
time it had moved from Daytona to Martinsburg, W.Va. By a
very narrow squeak, I missed being assigned to Washington. Am
I g lad!
This time I am WAC Executive Officer of the Training Command- a step up. Last .time I was Chief of the Training Division (one of three divisions of the Tr:tining Command).
Major Frances Lachrope, ·3,1
WAC Training Command

Charlotte, N.C.
December, 19'13
Today I got the Christmas card that you sent to me. Even
though I did not get it before Christmas I still got the same
amount of pleasure from it. That card really went the rounds:
Camp Murphy; D rew Field, Tampa, Fla.; Charlotte, N. C.
I left Camp Murphy in September for Drew Field, and then
we came to Charlotte the first of December.
My golf clubs, which I almost love, I guess, have not been
used since the summer of 1942. Every G.I. soldier dreams of
things that he will come back to. My golf clubs arc one of the
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things I like to think about. You wi ll be all practiced up on
me and will beat the socks off me. I'll still take you for a game
at the usual penny a hole.
It surely was pleasant to have been in Chicago on .that flying
trip in November. I got a three-day pass at Christmas and spent
it with J udy and her family in Huntington,. W .Va.
Cpl. Robert Hoyt, '38
2nd L. M .
A .W . and Control Sq. Prov.
Morris Field
India
December, 1943
You spoke in yo ur 1.tst lc:tter about my being able ,to o bserve
India first hand and obtain impressions about this tremendous
count ry. Of course we are seeing rural India, chiefly, and most of
tlrnl part of India is liv ing just about as their ancestors probably
did centuries ago. Certainly there has been no change agricuJlurally. l was reading last night that the country of India had
no factories which could produce an engine for a car, for instance. I mus t agree with M iss Curie in her book Jo umey A mong
W a rriors that this is a tenth century civilization try ing to adapt
itself to a twentieth century war demand.
The average Indian doesn't discuss the war. Those I've talked
with are very noncommittal. I believe they don't care, except as
the armies and war demands make more work for everyone and
thus put a few more rupees in each person's hands. These extra
rupees do little good, for some prices are now 700 per cent of
previous prices on essential foods- rice, for instance- and in
each "mound" of rice there are likely to be stones and dirt left
in intentionally, much as dairy men are supposed ,to "water" milk.
Most Indians appear to like Americans, though at times I
,vonder why. Color- as you spoke about in your last letterdocs make a lot of difference in treatment, man for man. The
white race think the mselves definitely superior and indicate that
by their actions far too often. To see some of ,these fine craftsmen certain ly makes one wonder about alleged superiority.
Cpl. Harold £. Smith, '38
APO 886
c-o Postmas ter
New York> N.Y.
Malden, Mo.
January, 1944
From the address you put on my Christmas card it looks as if
I've sadly neglected you and old ISNU. Since I left Knoxville
I've been to classification at Nashville, pre-flight at Maxwell
Field, Ala., and primary at Camden, Ark. I'm now in basic at
Malden, Missouri.
I love flying more every day but if we don't get some better
weather I'll never get .through at this place. Our time is half up
here and we're not even a q uarter finished with our flying. For
being so close to Ill inois this place is surely a sad specimen of
a country. Too close to the Mississippi River again.
A-C D o nald Meinhold (1939-43)
Sq. I, Sec. I
44-D, MAAF
November 3, 1943
Dear Miss Huggins:
It has been a few long years since we first met as critic and
student, and in that time the world has been changed in a great
many ways.
My pursuit of the teaching profession was rudely but firmly cut
short by the war, but not so my education. I have been fortunate
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enough in the past two years to have been sdected for special
training in various Army technical schools located from Florida
to California. At the present time I am attend ing a radio schoo~
near Sacremento, Calif. As a who le the Army's style of teaching is not too conducive to creative think ing but it is thorough.
Instead of learning for a creative spirit I an learning the science
of killing. It's rather a morbid subject but quite necessary to our
national existence.
Sgt. Dane H. H arris
36049262
Co. D, 4th Bn., WSCRTC
Camp Kohler
Sacremento, Calif.
Washington, D.C.
January, 1944
We are having our school day today- one day every twelve.
Very dull but it seems we must go through ,t he motions.
Our work is interesting but of course nothing else can be said
abou t it, for military reasons.
We live (a Jo t of us) in the McLean Garden Residence H alls.
Mrs. McLean was .the former owner of the property, which she
sold to the gove rnment. She also owns the H ope diamond. The
rooms a re lovely and nicely furnished. I have a corner one with
two windows. We eat at the barracks if we wish to do so. Many
of the girls get in groups and rent houses. So for I've not seen
one near enough to work to be interested.
My first book of poetry for children, Pick a Bunch o f Stars,
w ill be published at the end of February, I hope. The Packar
Publishers of New York are doing the work.
Ensign Hazelle Berkness, '36
Gadsen Hall 207
30 Pla11sburg St.
A.P.O. )02
San Francisco, Cal.
December, 1943
lt must have been a .great thrill to win those two football
games from Wesleyan. The games were discussed even over here
as Joe Yurieci and I get together now and then.
I have seen quite a number of the JSNU boys, the most ~cent
one being Lt. Cooper, former coach at Carlock. He is now acting
as a Specia l Service Officer. I saw Geor.ge Spirduso some time
ago but do not where he is now. At that time he was in charge
of the gun crews on small merchant ships. I understand that his
wife is around th-ere some place now. Orville Dunham was in
the other day also.
The snow scene on your card reminds us of a white Christmas
but for us the temperature will be around 110. We are planning
a big day, though, with turkey and everything:. Pine tree, too.
Eugene L. Hill, ' 30
American Red Cross
c-o Postmaster
Fort Benjamin Harrison, Ind.
February, 1944
It gives one a certain feeling of pride to see that service flag
picture on the first page of the N ews Letter and brings to mind
many happy days at ISNU. As yet I have failed to come across
any of the former Red Bird s, with the exception of Kenny
Haughey, who was stationed at the Naval Armory in Indianapo lis for some t ime last summer. I do look forward to meeting
some of them soon because I fear that my days htre at this
paradise of the A rmy are grow ing shorter.
Cpl. Thomas H. Leeson, ·41
H q. Det., FRTC
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Alumni meetings arranged by five ISNU
Clubs this fall proved to be very success-

1Jn :!lrmoriam

ful. Three groups met in October and two,

Mrs. Walter Wooden (Florence Ballard, 1879) died at her home in 1'.fount
Vernon on December 31.
She taught in the ,McLean County schools for ten years, most of them near
Chenoa.
Although stricken with blindness and other ailments since 1926 and confined
to her bed, she spent much of her time writing.
Surviving are her husband, a son, and a sister.

Miss Ellen Sorensen, alumni secretary,
represented JSNU and gave news of the
campus when the Macon County ISNU
Club held a noon luncheon at Decatur in
conjunction with their County Institute,
October S. Seventy alumni were present.

Dr. Claude J. Simmons (1896) died suddenly of a heart attack in Canton un
December 22 while apparently recovering from an attack of the flu.
For a number of years he taught school in Ha ncock County, deciding then to
prepare for a career in medicin,e. Following work at Keokuk, Iowa, ,Medical
College and graduation from the University of Illinois Medica l School in
Chicago, he practiced medicine at Norris. Later he moved to Canton where he
was a leading physician for 22 years.
He is survived by his widow, a daughter, a son, two sisters, and a brother.
Lewis M. Carpenter (diploma 1905) died May 9 from heart trouble in St.
Petersburg, Florida.
He served as teacher in Lake View High School, principal of Jenner Grade
School, and principal of the Eugene Field Grade School in Chicago. Following
30 years of service with the Chicago school system, he retired in 1941 because
of ill health and moved to Florida.
His widow, (Emma I. Bourne, 1903-04) survives.
Luther C. Ringeisen (diploma 1907} died D ecember 1 at his horne in Gibson
City.
.
Following his grad uation from ISNU, he spent about five years forming near
T hawvi lle. T hen .teaching scho0I for 13 years, after which he served as a rural
mail carrier near Thawville and G ibson City for 27 years.
He is survived by his widow, a daughter, two brothers, and two sisters.

•

Mrs. Louis F. Hieronymus (Hazel Dell Greenwalt, 1919, 1920) died at her
home in Jacksonville on December 29.
For 25 years she taught 1 in the Morgan County schools, teaching for 16 con.secutive years at the Point School, west of Jacksonville.
Anna A. Smith (degree 1923} died at her home jn Quincy on November 20.
After teaching in Lincoln School in Quincy for 34 years, Miss Smith retired
in 1939 because of ill health. Surviving are .th ree sisters.
Mrs. Willis Ramoley ( Imogene Landis, 1921·28) died at her home in .Peoria
on January 22, following an illness of two months.
She taught school in the East Peoria schools until he r marriage in 1938.
Surviving are her husband, two children, and her mother.
Frances C. Choyce (degree 1933) died suddenly in D ecatur on January 21.
For the past six and one-half years she taught commerce in the high school
at Bement, having taught at Fairbury before coming to Bement.
In 194 1 she received her M . S. degree from Columbia University. For the
last few years she has been secretary of the Jllinois State A ssociation of Business
Education Teachers.
Those who survive arc her parents and a bro ther.
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in November.

At an ev-ening gathering of the Champ,,ign Coun ty ISNU Club in Urbana on
the same date, Dr. 'Richard G. Browne
o f the JSNU social science department,
spoke before thirty-five alumni on the
topic '"How the World Looks T oJay."'
On October 13, the Christian County
ISNU Club held their annu:ll get-together
in Taylorville. Miss Margaret Peters of the
lSNU business education deputment gave
the address. Her sub ject was "Wanted:
A ,Passport to the United States." There
were twenty-seven persons in attendance.
Dr. H. 0. Lathrop of the geography
department spoke to fifty-four members
of the Ford County ISN U Club on November 16 at their meeting held in Gibson
City. His topic was "Some Prerequisites
for World Pea<e."
Three representatives from lSNU g;1vc
the program at Ottawa November 18
when l aSal le County alumni met. Miss
Ruth Yates of the speech departmen t read
several selections, President R. W. Fairchild presented news of the campus, and
Dean C. A. DcYoung gave an illustrated
lecture on " India."
Two alumni meetings have been planned
for February. They include the St. Petersburg, Florida, group under the IC:l<lershi'p
of Mrs. G.A. Scott (Jessie Peasley, diploma 1892), and the McLean County ISNU
Club with Bernard T . Grimes (degree
1934) serving as president.
Mr. and Mrs. H oward S. Brode observed their fiftieth wedding anniversary
at their home in Santa Monica, California,
August 30. They received manv letters of
congratulations and were honored a t several social gatherings. For the first time
in twenty years, their four sons were at
home together. Four of the guests at the
celebration had been at some time students
at ISNU. Mr. Brode is a graduate with
the Class of 1888, and M,s. Brode, the
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former Ct1therine Bigham, received a diploma in 1889. For many years the Brode
family Jived at Walla Walla, Washington.

W. H. D. Meier (diploma 1896), who
retired in 1939 after fifty years of teaching, is a.gain actively engaged in teaching
at Trenton, New Jersey, because of the
scarcity of science instructors. He received his master's and doctor's degrees
at H arvard University and is the author
of severnl books on science.

Marriag e s
Cora Franklin (diploma 1922) to Louis Raymond Bear. At home Streator.

Helen Ruth D illon (degree 1927) to Walter O laf Lundquist. At home Bremerton, Wash.
Paul Eugene Kelly (1929·30), Yl-C, to Florence Diefenbach. At home Tucson,
Ariz.
Dorothea Powless (1929-30), Sp. (T) 3-C, to Sgt. Henry J . Ford. At home
Atlanta, Ga.

Irwin Ropp (diploma 1902) visited the

Alice Marie Bishop (degree 1933) to Lt. Herbert Donovan (degree 1932). At
home Dallas, Tex.

campus in Janua ry. H e is employ ed in the
engineering department of the Carnegie
Illinois Steel Co.• at New Bedford, Pennsylvania.

Phyllis Galleua (diploma 1935) to $.Sgt. Erwood Alkire (degree 1937) . At
home Los AngeJes, CaJ.

Dr. Lorimer V. Cavins (diploma 1903)
is now editor-in-chief of the A merican
Educator Encyclo~dia. On one of the
title pages of the newest edition is an
article entitled "A Sermon About Our
Editor-in-Chief," which was written by
the Re\l'Crend James M. Lively of Mattoon,
a very good friend of Dr. Cavins.
John H. Kasbeer (diploma 1912) has
accepted a position with Kidder, Peabody
and Company, investment bankers, of Boston, Massachusetts, and is the represen tative for the ,Michigan and Ohio territory.
He is temporarily located in Chicago but
plans to ha·ve headquarters in C leveland,
Ohio, soon. Mr. Kasbeer had been serving
as executive secretary of the Mclean
County Chapter of the Ameri ca:~ Red
Cross in Bloomington.
Victor A. Lindquist (1923-24), who has
been assistant county superintendent of
Livingston County schools for more than
eight years, was named acting county superintendent of schools in January. Mr.
Lindquist taught in the rural schools of
Livingston Co unty and was principal of
the Forrest grade school for several years
before his appointment as assistant superintendent.
.Pvt. Lelia Rediger ( 1924-26) has entered
the WAC and is receiving basic instruction at the Second WAC Training Center
at Daytona Beach, Florida.
Victor J. H. Seifert (degree 1926). who
was formerly superintendent of schools
at Lee, is now connected with the W . M.
W elch Scientific Company, Chicago. Mr.
Seifert visited the campus in January.
Miss Luella A. W illiams (degree 1928)
28

Joseph l'. Flanagan (1932-34) to Rose Mary Walsh. At home Bloomi ngton.

Beth Kemp (1934-36) to Lt. J ohn W. May. At home Santa Ana, Cal.
Albert Eugene Mantle ( 1932, 1936) to Virginia Kern O'Brien. At home Dwight.
Teresa Power (diploma 1936) to Cpl. Forrest Van Brewer. At home Weston.

Mildred Graff (degree 1937) to Glen Imig. At home Minier.
Helen Moberly (1935-37) to Lt. T. P. O lofson. At home Savanna, Ga.
Dorothy Reinken (diploma 1937) to Walter Keller. At home McNabb.
Lt. Ray William Chapple (1937·38) to Katherine Ruth Baxter. A t home Tulsa,
Okla.
Lt. Russel H . Ku rth (1937-38) to I.t. Agatha E. 'Raus. At home Camp Tyson,
Tenn.
Lt. Gene Merton Noble (1937-38) to Lorraine Ruth Pochert. At home Oak Park.
Pvt. Donald A. Ohman (degree 1938) to Mary Melcher. At home Chicago.
Cpl. Clark Plummer ( 1937-38) to Lynda! Bobbett. At home Monticello.
Richard Weicker (degree 1938) to Martha Kuhn. At home Decatur.

Edythe Babington (diploma 1939) to Van Buren Furrh. At home Sparland.
Capt. Harold Bishop (degree 1939) to Robert C. Tinsdale, Jr. At home Augusta,
Ga.
is a dietitian in the Army mess hall for
the A rmy Specialized Training Unit on
the North Texas State T eachers College
campus, Denton, Texas. She has been
serving as an assistant teacher-trainer at
the same school for the past six years.

Shelby J . Light (1926-27), pastor at the
Canton First Congregational Church, spent
considerabl e time during the past year
speaking at various historic churches of
Connecticut and Rhode Island in the interests of Home Missions work in the
West.
Miss Maxioe W hite (degree 1928) was
commissioned a second lieutenant in the
WAC in December. She is now assigned
to headquarters of the Ninth Service

Command at Salt Lake City, Utah. Prior
to her enlistment, Lt. White was employed
at the State Farm Insurance Companies.
Mrs. Martin B. Borad (Mary Ludie
Sharp, degree 1931) lives in Burbank,
California. H er husband works at Lockheed Aircraft as an engineer in manufacturing standards, and Mrs. BoraJ docs substitute teaching in the Burbank school:;.

Rudolph E. Leasman ( degree 1_932) and
James 0. Irwin (degree 1938) were
awarded emblems by the wa r department
for exceptional service during the per•
formance of duties with the Army Air
Force T raining Command at Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut. Mr. Leas•
man, who holds a master's degree from
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the University of Illinois, formerJy taught
at Pana. In addition to his work at ISNU,
Mr. I rwin attended Bradley Polytechnic
Jnstitu~, Peoria, .lnd the University of
JJlinois.
C. A. "Stmch" Miller (degree 1933) has
been commissioned an ensign in the Navy
and h:ls reported to Ft. Schuyler, New
York, where he is taking courses for officers. Before entering service, Ensign Miller was an announcer at radio station
WCBS, Springfield.

Mis, Juanita F. Biddle (1932-34) has
been promoted to the rank of first lieutenant. Lt. Biddle received her commission
in the WAC in ,May and was assigntd -ts
an instructor at Nacogdoches, Texas. At
present Lt. Biddle is an instructor and food
service supervisor at WAC Branch No.
One at the same post.

Mar r i ages
W.O. Ross W Faird1ild (degree 1939) to Helen Faust At home Rockford.
Louise Frawley (193tt-39) to Edward N. Landrey, Jr. At home Dixon.
Phyllis

J. J ackson

(diploma 1939) to Lt. William J. Collins. At home Toulon.

Pvt. Frank J. Madarasz ( 1938-39) lo Martha Alfs. At home Peoria.
Elizabeth C. Safford (degree 1939) to Earl Kernahan. At home Avondale, Ariz.
Dorothy Louise Smith (diploma 1939) to Sgt. James H. Nusbaum. At home
Sidney.
Greta M. Strongman ( 1938-39) to Melvin G. Oram. At home Kankakee.
Janet Marian Anderson (1935-40) to Lt. 'Robert Melvin Hightshoe. At home
Boise, Idaho.
Fae E. Feazel (degree 1940) to Robert C. Schmidt. At home Bloomington.
Eileen Ford (1937-40) to David W. Britton. At home Hopedak
Margaret Howell (1938-40) to Lt. John Pr ickett. At home Shreveport, La.
Mary Rita Kane (diploma 1940) to Cpl. Joseph McGuire. At home Tampa, Fla.
Mildred Langston (degree 1940) to Everett Sanville. At home Springfield.

Donald E. Deyo (degree 1935) is a
member of the faculty at the New York
Business Institute. He formerly served as
bursar and head of the business administration department at Hillyer J unior College of Hartford, Connecticut. He holds
a master 's degree from the University of
Michigan.
Miss Reva Ebert (degree 1935) serves
as supervisor of physical education in the

demonstration school at North Texas State
Teachers College, Denton, Texas. She
received a master's degree at the University of Wisconsin Jast summer.
Charles F. Hall (degree 1935) and
Donald Hughes (degree 1936) were commissioned lieutenants, junior grade, in the
United States Navy in J anuary. Lt. Hall
reported to Tucson, Arizona, for training~
Lt. Hughes was sent to Ft. Schuyler, New
York, for indoctrination courses. Formerly
both men were instructors at the Bloomington High School.
Dr. and Mrs. William Hacker of Decatur are the parents of twin boys, James
David and Jerry William, born January
5. Mrs. Hacker is the former Alma Lee
Puckett (degree 1935).
Pvt. Ralph W. Burns (degree 1936) is
stationed in Australia and has been assigned to General MacArthur's Headquarters.
Jesse Lawrence Weddle ( 1934-36) was
commissioned a second I ieutenant January
7 at the Army Air Force Advanced Twin
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Carol Lynn (diploma 1940) to Sgt. Paul

J. Stafford.

At home Decatur.

Marjorie Minger (diploma 1940) to T.Sgt. Robert Rose. At home Chillicothe.
Roy 0. Schilling (degree 1940) to Rachel Rogers. At home LaGrandc, Ore.
A·C Paul Siemon, (1939-40) to Gloria Mitchell. At home Selinsgrove, Pa.
Enid Sunwall (1937-40) to Pfc. Louis W . Henninger. At home Bloomington.
Dorothy Marie Thomseo ( 1939·40) to Ensign Albert J. P£rrelli (degree 1941) .
At home Indianapolis, Jnd.
Mary Adelle Yeck (1939-40) to Fred B. Walter. At home Roanoke.
Marilyn Cooper (1940-41) to A-C William M. Utterback. At home Stamford,
Tex.
Margaret Jane Craig (degree 1941) to .Pvt. Robert R. Tuley. At home Rutland.
Ruth Ann Howell ( degree 1941) to A-C Charles H. Brumett ( 1939.41) . At home
Lovington.
Helen Elizabeth Moberly (degree 1941) to Ensign Charles D . Calhoon (degree
1938). At home Boston, Mass.
Engine Flying Training School at Blytheville, A rkansas. He is the son of Mr. and

Mrs. J . L. Weddle of Monticello.
Major Horace Hanes (degree 1937),
who was missing in action ov-er Austria on January 7. has been reported to be
safe in Yugoslavia where he is in ti~
hands of General Tito. His wife (Vir•
ginia KumJer, diploma 1936) is making
her home with her parents at Bellflower.
Armin E. H artmann (degree 19,7) is
serving on the analytical staff of the Mississippi ValJ.ey Trust Company, St. Louis,
Missouri. He is a inember of the St. Louis
Chapter of the American Institute of Bank-

ing and a member of the debate squad.
Last winter M r. H a rtmann taught at the
MidJand Jnstitute of Commerce in St.
Louis.
Lt. Homer Eugene Masters ( degree
1938) has been promoted to th-e rank of
first lieutenant and is now stationed with
the Army Unit at Millikin Universi ty. H e
formerly served as a physical training instructor at Eagle .Pass Army Air Field in
Texas. Before entering service, Lt. Masters taught at the Carthage, Ind., anc.
Georgetown high schools.

William Theodore Muhl (degree 1938.
is director of first .1id, water .safety, and
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accident prevention for "the Genesee
County Chapter of the American Red
Cross at Flint, Michigan. Last summer he
served as director of the Missouri Aquatic
School after teaching on the staff there
for two years. .Mr. Muhl taught in Springfield for six years before entering Red
Cross work.
Lt. (j.g.) Albert Faggeui, Jr. (1931,
1939) is serving as physical training offioer
and administrator of the physical training
program for the Navy V-12 Unit located
:tt the Northwest Missouri State Teachers

College, Maryville, Missouri.
Hazel Louise Lawrence (1938-39), A.S.,
has enlisted in the SPA~S and is undergoing training at th e United States Coast
Gua.rd Training Station at Palm Beach,
Florida.

Mrs. Leo Berns (Ruth Bishop, degree
1940) is the mother of a son, named John
Leo, born D ecember 4. Mrs. Berns is
living at Libertyville w hile her husband
is stationed with the Navy at Great Lakes.
Mrs. l ester E. Church (Olivia Marie
Sullivan, degree 1940) now lives in Rockford . She has a daughter, Marilyn Olivia,
eight months old.
Robert Colby (1937-40) is engaged in
forming near Palouse, W ash. He forms
a thousand acres of land and raises chieAy
wheat and peas. Mr. Colby is married and
has a daughter eight months o ld.
Raymond J. Heckel (degree 1940) serves
as administrative assistant to the commanding officer of the 426th Sub Depot, Army
Ai r Base, Harvard, Nebraska. He is the
father o f a daughter, Karen Edith, born
in October.
Miss Pearl Mac Hu brig ( degree 1940)
is doing .gradu.ite work at the University
of Wisconsin this year. Since s he plans
to work in a guidance clinic, especially
wi th reading problems, her graduate work
is in that field.
Lt. and Mrs. William E. McBride are
the parents of a son, named William Kelley, born January 19, at Pontiac. M rs.
McBride is the former Moreen Kelley ( degree 1940). Lt. McBride was also gradua ted from ISNU in 1940.
James F. Perry (193 7-40) , now a captain in the M arine Corps, ,Vas with the
first wave of Marines to see action at
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Marriages
Lt. J ohn Bernard Morey (1939-11) to Jean Rogers. At home D enver, Colo.
Pauline Palmore (diploma 1941) .to Edward Stinar. At home I.ostant.
James V. Peden (degree 1941) to H elen Leavitt. At home Peoria.
Dorothy Jane Wells ( 1938-41) to E. Ray Miller. At home Alexandria, Va.
Edith Maxine Baker (diploma 1942) to Dean L. Workman. At home Chatham.
Beuy Naom.i Carl (1941-42) to Clark Townsend. At home Indianapolis, Ind.
Jewell Cohlmeyer (1941-42) to James E. Lockwood. At home St. Lou is, M o.
Emma Alice Darr (diploma 1942) to A•C Gene Otto Hubbartt. At home Bennettsville, S. C.
Ensign Anrhony Fedanzo (1937-12) to Burleigh 'Roads. At home Norfolk, Va.
Lt. Benoni S. Green (degree 1942) to Ellen Petersohn. At home Colorado
Springs, Colo.
Clara Jane Heriot (1940-42) to A-C Rober t White. At home Victoria, Tex.
Edna Elaine Griswold (1940-42 ) to Leonard C. Dick. At home Hammond.
Ensign Theodore Roosevelt Laing (1939 42) .to Ensign Lucille C. Beran. At
home Norfolk, Va.
Miriam Builta (1910-12) to A,.S George V . Moberly. At home Ccda'r Rapids,
fa.
Jean Marie Pettit (dcgec 1942) to Price Bar.b~. At home Rock Falls.
Beuy Jean Punkc (1940-42} to Berwyn J ohnson. At home Mazon.
Elizabeth Rid,aros (diploma 1942) to Sgt. Arthur Jepsen. At home Alexandria, La.
Boneita Dawn Schneider (degree 1942 ) to Cpl. Kenneth S. Hammer. At home
CorvalJis, Ore.
Lois Shea (degree 1942) .to F-1 Harland J ohnson. At home Arcadia, Fla.
Lt. Evelyn Serena Smith (degree 1942} to I.t. James B. Stalford. At home Ft.
Des Moines, Ia.
Maxine Tervcn (diploma 1942) to S.Sgt. Carl L. H ertha. At home Metamora.
loui.se Tipton (degree 1942) 10 Ensig n Wesley D . Stephens (deg,ee 1912). At
ho me Columbus, 0.
4

Tarawa. Captain Perry has been overseas
fourtc--cn months.
Miss Martha L. Royse (degree 1940) is
assistant director of the Fifth Street U.S.O.
at Abilene, T exas. Her major duties arc
concerned with women in the war-service wives, auxiliaries, war workers.
Pfc. John Scott (degcee 1940), who was
reported missing during the summer of
1941, is a prisoner of the Japanese in the
Philippine Islands. Letters to him must be
limited to twenty-four words and the message, address, and the sender's name and
address must be printed or typewritten.
No postage is required if "prisoner of
war mail" is lettered in the place o f a
stamp on the envelope. The address is as
follows: Pfc. John Scott, American Pris•
oner of War, Philippine Camp, c-o Japanese Red Cross, T okyo, Japan.

Lt. John C. Calhoun (1940-11) of Wenona, a crew member of the liberator
bomber that made the longest flight of
the war from Australia, 2800 miles, was
awarded the Silver Star in December. The
flight was a photographic reconnaissance
after the first A·merican raid on J apanese
oil producing centers in Borneo.
Miss Doris E. Groshong (deg ree 194 1)
is serving as a junior recreation worker
with the American Red Cross at Camp
Grub-er, Oklahoma.
Miss Amy Chang (degree 1911 ) of
Honolulu, Hawaii, sent Christmas greetings to ISNU. She writes that there is a
critical shortage of teachers there right
now, and the consequent work load per
teacher has doub led and even tripled in
some cases. Miss Chang taught last year at
the .Molokai H igh School.
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Alumni News Exchange
Mrs. Leonard E. Juhl (:Eugenia Velde,
degree 194 1) writes that her husband, who
was graduated from ISNU in 1942, is a
chief specialist in the Navy and located
"Somewhere in England." Mrs. Juhl is
employed as secretary to the p resident of
a lumber compan y in Lincoln.
Lt. Charles A. McCoy ( 1940-41) writes
that he is a navigator in a troop carrier
airplane and has been for many months in
England where he has fou nd the English
people extremely gracious to American
soldiers. He has visited Oxford and Cam•
bridge.
Mrs. Mi choel F. O'Halloran (Dorothy
Virginia Miller, degree 1941) is living
at Lansing, where her husband is employed
as an inspector at the Pressed Steel U r
Company. They have one daughter, named
Sharon Ann, who is seventeen months old.
Three ISNU men are in the same officer
candidate class at Quantico, Virg inia, a
Marine Corps base. T hey include Pfc.
Clarence Richardson (degree 1941) , Pfc.
Clifford Bliss (1938-40 ) , and Pfc. Charles
Redfern ( 1939-41).
Charles W. Smith ( 1940-41), Y3-c, was
awarded a $25 war bond for winn ing first
place in the singles bowling tournament
for Shi p's Company, at Camp .Peary,
Will iamsburg, Virginia. He averaged
647 pins in a three-game series.
Walter E. Buswell ( 1941-42) hos becn
assigned to the Army Specialized Training
J'rogram at the University of Illinois.

•
M a rriages

Marilyn Lea Bauman (1942-43) to Cpl. John P. Curry. At home Normol.
Patricia Ann Boyd ( 194Z-43) to Pfc. W illiam Douglas Macbeth. At home
W atsonville, Cal.
Marjorie Brackenhoff (degree 1943) to Cpl. £ !win Ballinger. At home Mt.
Pulaski.
Ca rolyn Jean Brown ( 1941-43) to Ensign Alexander Samaras (degree 1943).
At home Vi rden.
Elizabeth Brown ( 1938-43) to Richard E. Morris. At home U rbona.
Cpl. Gerald Frieburg (1940-43) to Mory Carolyn Foster. At home Tyler, Tex.
Lois Harms ( 1941-43) to Paul Gleeson. At home Colfax.
Madalyn Harris (degree 1943) to S.Sgt. W arren Gray, Jr. At home Yorkville.
J>vt. Glen Edward Murphy ( 1939-43) to Margaret J une Baumgart. At home
Danville.
Eileen Weber (degree 1943) .to Lt. Elbert James Finley, Jr. (1939-43) . At
home Plainfield.
Lois Wheeler ( 1940-43) to Ensign Richard A. Dobbs. A t home Macon, Miss.
A-C Fred B. Wiegman ( 1940-43) to Eula de G urse. At home Ypsilanti, Mich.
Phyllis Burnett ( 1940-44) to Lt. O,arles F. Thomas (degrec 1942). At home
Bloomington.
Rosemarie Patricia Duncan (1940-42, 1943-44) to Cpl. Ralph E. Durham (19-101942) . At home Normal.
Helen Fanelli ( 1940.-44) to Lt. Kenneth Ray Hunsaker ( 19-10--12) . At home
Normal.
Janice Garner ( 1942-44) to Wiley E. Light, SZ.C. At home Norm•I.
Sonia Tilton ( 1940-44) to Cpl. Gcor.ge Snapp. At home Normal.

W esley D. Stephens (degree 1942) was
commissioned an ensign in the Naval Reserve in December following completion
of the prescribed flight training cou rse at
the N aval Air Training Center, Pensacola,
Florida. At pres-ent he is serving as a
ferry pilot and is stationed at Columbus,
Ohio.

accept a position in the office of Superintendent of Public Instruction Vernon L.
Nickell at Springfield.

Jack Loeb (degree 1942) is reaching
health and physical education, as well as
serving as coach for baseball and basketball in the Chicago Vocational School.

the Station Hospital at Jefferson Barracks,
Missouri. This new type of work is

Harvey A. Ah ring ( 1939-43) was commissioned a second lieutenant in the A rmy
Air Corps at Elli ngton Field, Texas, January 7.
Miss Blossom Bacopulus (degree 1943)
resig~ed her position as com,nerd al instructor at the Fairbury Township High
School at the end of the first semester to
F EBRUARY, 1944

Mary Vir ginia W oods ( 1940-44) to A-C Joh n Gerald Amdor ( 1942--13). At
home St. Louis, Mo.

Cpl. Leo Betzelberger (degree 1943) is
working in the Rehab ilitation Service at

planned to relieve boredom among hospital patients and gives vocational training to convalescents designed to return
them to self-supporting, self-respecting,
useful lives either in the service or on
the home front.
Samuel A. Chicas (degre<- 1943) is an
ensign_in the Navy and sta tioned "some-

where in Enghrnd." He writes that he has
seen no Red Birds as yet in Eng land
proper, but (lid meet W illiam Morton
( 1939-43), last year's senior class prcsi~
dent, in the middle of the ocean.
.Miss Marian DePew (degree 1943) was
graduated from American Ai d ines· Stew•
ardess School in New York in December.
She is based in Chicago.
Alexander Samaras (degree 1943) and
Lloyd T . Miner (degree 1943) were com-

missioned as ensigns in December after
completing their training at Midsh ipmen's
School on the Northwestern University
c:-tmpus.
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One of the great principles of the American way of life
is the ideal of an education for every child. When .o ur
New England ancestors came to these shores they developed
among their first institutions the American school system,
which, as early as 1636, culminated in college. As the families of New England moved westward and men from the
other colonies on the seaboard joined them, the schoolmaster went with the colonists. Even on the frontier there
were a few weeks of schooling offered to the children of
the settlers. Although the early American educational program was far more liberal than that .of Europe in its offering
to all an opportunity for training, still there was something
lacking. The offering was for the many, for the average,
for the individual who could profit from it. As a matter of
fact, it was too frequently an attempt to make the individual
fit the educational pattern rather than a concentrated effort
for the education to reach J:he individual child's needs.
Today the world is even more energetically than before
seeking a better life for all men. It is emphasizing the
four freedoms and talking about a new bill of rights, which
will grant to all new securities, new appreciations, new en•
joyments, · new equalities, a nd new opportunities. In the
light of this renewed effort, it is fitting that there should
be a re-evaluation of education. Schools of vision find themselves challenged. Illinois State Normal University has
welcomed the opportunity J:o meet a part of this challenge,
to serve in a new field,-that of special education. The
State of Illinois will begin to train teachers who will in turn
make it possible for every child to receive the education
which the American way of life promises.
It is significant that the State of Illinois has .turned its
attention to the problem of the education of the exceptional
child during the period of the world's greatest war. Out .of
deep struggle and deeper suffering come understanding and
appreciation. Under such adverse cim,mstances the meaning to each individual of_the American way of life becomes
clearer and democracy becomes more precious. Every citizen
must, then, be allowed and encouraged to reach his highest
potentiality so that the group of citizens may pass .on to their
successors a richer heritage. Every child is worth educating
to the point of his highest development. Compulsory school
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attendance must mean the attendance of every child.
Illinois, in meeting the challenge of a better education for
all, has developed agencies which have made surveys and will
make more in the various school districts to determine the
number of exceptional children. The law includes the
physically handicapped, the deaf and hard of hearing, the
blind and those with defective vision, the delinquent, truant
and incorrigible, the mentally defective. After a district
has determined its need for teachers and has worked ou'.
as much coo peration with adjoining districts as possible, it
is ready to employ teachers especially trained f.or its needs.
Hereafter Illinois State Normal University will stand ready
to meet the need. The work which has already been done
here for training teachers of the exceptional child ,viii take
tangible form when the d ivision of special education will
enroll the first students in February, 1944. When school
boards .over the State wish to cooperate with the State in its
dream of education for all, the teachers hereafter will be
forthcoming from Illinois State Normal U niversity.
One way in which the alumni can help is to encourage
those who would be suited to this work to come to the
University and take the special training. A survey of the
program will reveal the high quality of the training offered.
Although the University is pioneering in .this field of
education, each plan is being made with care, study and
thought. No effort will be spared to make this new teacher
a well-trained and capable member of the profession,
worthy of his Alma Mater. It is not, as you well kn.ow,
unusual for you r University to be leading the way into fields
as yet undeveloped.
Tomorrow when we look on 1944 and all that it will
have brought, no small part of our thought will be of the
gains made in the training of teachers to direct the exceptional child. In a year of war we may dream of the tomorrow, dream the more because .o ur today fa hard. We
may live today hoping for our tomorrow, for we believe
that each tomorrow w ill be the better for .our having met the
challenge of today. Much of our gain and the satisfaction
that we shall have will come because in an even more complete way we shall be meeting the American ideal of education-an education for every child.
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Directory of ISNU Oub Officers
CHAMPA IGN COUNTY
President, Ralph Shick, 404 N. Goodwin, Urbana: ViccPrcsidcnr, Miss Rurh L P:1inc, 1118 \'v. Ca liforni:1 ,
Urbana; Secretary. .Mrs. Glen Tilburr, 312 E. W:1shington, Urbana; Treasurer, M iss Doro1hy Ande rson,
J 11 F.. Clrnlmcrs, Champaign.
CHICAGO CLUB
President, Miss Imogene Norrnn. 1513 Schilling:, Chicag:o Heights; Vicc-Prcsidcm, Richan.I Noble. 33}1
W. Ainslie, Chica~o; Secretary-Treasurer, Mrs. N in:1
Detweiler Saar, 743 N. Central, Chicago; Assistant
Sccrctarr-Tr casurcr, 1'-'liss Dorrell Kilduff, 3302 ClintOn Ave., Bcnv)'n. Executive Board members : Daniel
Flrnn, Cornel ius I lcn:t.c, M iss Amelia Hi rschi . Tru-

man Knibbs, Miss LaVcnc I.each, and Parke Simer.
CHRISTIAN COUNTY
President, .i\1[iss f:li:r.abeth J . Craggs, 210½ \'i/. t\larkct.
T aylorville; Vi<:e-Prcsi<lclH, Miss l.<1uisc t\lattht·ws.
Tarlorvillc; Scnctary-Trcasurcr, ~liss Bcrth:t Nil·kol,:;;.
316 \Y/, Adams, Taylorville.
DEWl'I T COUNTY
Prcsidcnr. A. \Y/. Dickey. Clinton; Scnc1ary. Nlis!I
E,yctta Samuel~ /400 \'i/. South St., Clin ton: T rcasurt·r.
Mrs. \Vinnifrcd Hhn:t<lcs, Clinton.
FOHi) COlJNTY
Presidl·n1. Miss Bcrd l le 1"h1rkard. Paxton: Virc-Prc._i.
clcnt, i\lillard 0 . Anclcrs1111 , Elli1111: Scn1.·1a1T, 1\li ...:s
V irl,!inia Conr:HI. Paxton: ' l'n•asurcr. 1\I is~ Op:d
Brinkman. ~lelvin.
IROQUOIS COUNT\"
President. 0. W. Smith. \Vcllington : Vicc-Presidem,
F. D. Claywdl. \V:usek:l: SC'c:rC't:uy-T reasurer, Horkwdl Stowell, \Y/:1tscka.
KANE COUNTY
President, H arold Meyer, RK 3, Box 686, Auror~1:
Secrctarr-Treasurcr, Mrs. V:1l Solyom, IOI S. Alfred,
Elgin.
KANKAKEE COUNTY
President, Miss J osephine .i\-1":uhews. Bradley: StcretaryTreasurer, Miss Edith Redfield, Stucbbin School.
Kankakee.
I. ASAI.LE COUNTY
President, Miss R uth H arbor, R.H . 4, Streawr : VicePresidcnt, Mrs. 1:tma Culver Aubrey, S4L I llh St..
LaSalle: Sccretarr, j\•Jiss l)orothy Knol l, 1'\ la rs<•i llt•s:
T reasurer. Miss l.ucillc Broadus, E. l.onist St.. O1t:1" ':t.
LIVINGSTO N COUNTY
President, j\•l iss N ina Chesc·bro. Saune111in; VicePresi<lcnt, Miss Eli:r.abeth Stcrrenbeq..:, Ch~tsw1•rth:
Seneiary-Treasurcr. ~l iss I.o b West. Dwight.
LOGAN CO UNTY
Prcsidenc, l:,ra H ardin, 4:\5 N. U nion, Lincoln.
MACON COUNTY
President. Miss H elen !=:tirweathcr, 1296 \Y/. \'i/ood.
Derntur; Vicc-Presidenc, R. \''I/ . Fromknccht. Crntennial Jr. High SdHlol, De<::um; Serret.try. i\liss
Luella Sdn1ilzc, 1,1 68 \V. Dec:ttur, Dccawr: T rt·asurcr, N. J . Hos:in, 759 S. 22d, Decatur.
MACOUPIN COUNTY

,\IADISON COUNTY
V ice-President, Mrs. OrviJJe Dnmjes, 101 \Y/. First Sc.,
Hartford; Secretary. Mrs. Fred Weber. 333 W.
Union, Edw:trdsville; Treasurer, Miss Laurine Pier·
son, 949 ~ :ale Ave., Edwardsville.
~IC LEAN COUNTY
President, Bernard T. Grimes, Bloomington ; ViccPresident, Mrs. Claude Kinsella, Lexington; Second
V ice-President, Chester ~n iomson, Bloomington;
Secretary, Mrs. louis Flinspach, Bloomington:
Treasurer, Miss Clara Kepner, Normal; Histori,u1,
Miss J essie Dillon, Normal. Representatives: Anchor
- '111codore Abell, Dloomin(!ton- Mrs, William
f\1unro, C:trlock- Miss Ethel LJ:bner, Colfax- i\-·l iss
Ha rriet Lopeman, GrjdJey- Charlcs \X'atkins. l.cHo~·
- .i\lrs. Harold Squier, Mc.:Lean-.i\lrs. Verne Thomas,
Sayhrook- l=:larold \Y/ . .i\.fartin.
l'l'OHIA COUNTY
President, John .M. Stevens, 608 B radley Ave., Peoria;
Vice-President, Mrs. J. \'i/. Meyer, 217 Frye, Peoria :
S('cretary, .M iss H elen A. Norris, 600 Phelps St..
Peoria; Treasurer, Miss Justina Mateeff, 305 F..
Arcadia, Peoria.
l'IA'n' COUNTY
Prcsid1:nt, 1Vliss Edith P rc)(tor, Pierson S1:11ion ~ Vic<··
President, Miss Eleanor Junker, i\lon1in·llo: Sl't'n'·
tary, Mrs. Em ilccn Evans. 1'\ lonci<-ello.
ST. Cl.AIR COUNT Y
President. Mrs. Hilmar Schmelzel, 2223 W. M ain, Belll··
ville: Vio..-.Prcsident, .M iss Ruth l leinemann, 14 S.
Oak, Belleville; Secretary, Au14ust F. Joel1Nlh£"<'k.
Mascoutah; T reasurer, J:d Schmel:r.el, Dupo.
SANGAMON COlJNTY
President, Geor~e \XI. \'v'rig.ht, Box 97-1. Sprinj:ficld:
Vin-Presidenc, Bruce \Vhccler, 1928 S. W:tlnut.
Springfield ; Treasurer, .M iss 111elma H art, 2j03 S.
15th St., Springfield.
TAZEWELL COUNTY
President, Miss Gladys D ubson, 313 S. Capitol, Pekin:
Vkc-Presidcnt, Paul Leon Bolin, E:1st Peoria ; S,·crctar)•, Miss .Maurine K emp, 901 Court St., Pekin:
Treasurer, Robert H. DuBois, 219 Springfield I lill.
l'.ast Peoria.
V ER MIUON COUNTY
President, M iss F rances Hall, 807 Grant Sc., D.-tnville:
Vice-President, Miss Inez Mauck, 2701 N. Vermilion.
Danville ; Secretary, Miss Fric(b Giese, 404 N. Gil bert, Danville; Treasurer, Ed Wheeler, l)an ville.
WILL COUNTY
President, Miss J:lfrieda Bochnert, 1023 \'v'ilcox, Joliet;
Vice-President, Alva \V. Mead, Plainfield; SecrctaryTreasurer, .l\liss .Eliz:1be1h Gougar, R R. 2, Ju lit·t.
Executive l3oanl mcmhers : Oon;dd Imig, Jolit.·t; Frl·d
I lolc, Lockporc.
SOUT Hl'ASTEHN
Secrc1:tty, .l\tiss ,\lm:t Gi lmour, L:twrenccvillc; Tr<':l"·
urcr, Alvi.n Hahn, Olney.
Cl.EVELAND, OHIO
President. i\l iss Mary Vranc:es Keres. 1906 E. 82nJ St..
Cleveland: Sccret:.1n -Trc:1sur1:r. 1\liss Esther 1-lickev.
·
156 14 Scottsdale, Sf1akcr H eigh1s. 0.
1

ST. PETERSBURG, HOIUDA
Presid,1u, .Mrs. Jessie Peasley Scott, 1012 Fifth Sr., N ..
St. Petersburg (December-Ma.rd\).

Illinois State Normal University Alumni Association Officers
Acting President--W'illiam Small, Petersburg
Vicc-Prcsident--Vcrnon L Nickell, Springfield
Sccrctary-Trcasurcr--Mrs. C.H. Adolph, Norma l

